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n john Steinbeck's novel East of Eden, the philosophical
Chinaman Lee, while discussing with others the story of
Cain and Abel, says of d1e story:
_
If a stoty is not about the hearer, he will not listen.
And I here make a rule - a great and lasting stoty is
about everyone or it will not last. The strange and
foreign is not interesting - only the deeply personal
and familiar ... I think d1is old and terrible stmy is
important because it is a chart of d1e soul - the
secret, rejected, guilty soul.

We have in Steinbeck's words a good definition of the
nature and power of myth . So much of me intangible and
mysterious in our lives can be compressed into a single
"deeply personal and familiar" tale, all mose matters which in
their depth and complexity elude any simple, rational explication. Myths provide ways to understand the origin and power
of evil, the force and beauty of love, the terror of death, or the
wonder of life. Carl]ung, the Viennese psychologist primarily
responsible for the modern resurgence of interest in myth,
described this special meta-rational effectiveness of myth:
Because there are innumerable things beyond the
range of human understanding, we constantly use
symbolic terms to represent concepts that we cannot
fully understand or comprehend .. . As the mind
explores the symbol, it is led to ideas that lie beyond
the grasp of reason .
Steinbeck, for example, used a variation on the myth of Cain
and Abel, as well as many other archetypal motifs, to examine
in East of Eden how humans are caught in "the net of good
and evil ... the only stmy we have." It is a simple story, yet
because it utilizes an archetypal myth - one of mose "deeply
personal and familiar" stories - it operates in d1ose

unconscious levels of its readers' awareness and c;arries
enormous impact.
The use of a similar myth explains the special power of
another recent work of An1erican literature, Edward Albee's
darkly comic drama, \\'l bo's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Most of
us remember the impression this " evening of fun and games"
made upon us, whether we saw it on stage or on film. The
critical commentaries on the play when it opened on Broadway
in 1962 contained such descriptions as the one that appeared
in Tbe New York Times, saying that the play was "possessed by
raging demons" ... and it "brims over with howling furies."
And Time Magazine's description was equally terrifying: " It is
a blood sport as well as a play ... In the long and lacerating
annals of family fights on stage, there has been nothing quite
like Virg inia 1\'!ooljs moral battle of d1e sexes for sheer nonstop grim-gay savagery."
The 1966 film version, with me then-husband-and-wifeteam of Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton, had a similarly
devastating effect on its audience, to judge from some of me
reviews at the time of its opening. America described the film
as a "night of convuluted, lacerated, truth-telling ... betrayed
confidences, increasingly agonizing revelations and selfrevelations, blasphemies, sexual vulgarities bordering on the
obscene." Richard Schickel, in Life magazine saw it as a story of
"people you genuinely care about and sympathize with as
damned and suffering human beings." In another treatment of
the firm, Life magazine said that " it is a shocker, shattering
evety rule of Hollywood propriety." And Newsweek, in a most
unsympathetic review of the film, said that Albee "has written
about sabre-toothed humans who cannot reproduce and who
need to draw buckets of blood before they can feel
compassion for one another."
During the year since then, the drama has been analyzed
from numerous viewpoints, especially as a study of the "games
people play" in marriage, and as a commentary on American

Some principles of archetypal criticism are applied to a well-known
example of modern American family drama, Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
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Albee's
St. George
and the
Dragon

society with George and Martha recalling George and Martha
Washington. Yet neither the game theory approach nor the
study of the marriage as symbolic of the decline of American
society adequately clarifies the depth of impact of this drama.
Something more archetypal seems necessary to explain the
audience's fascination with the struggle of George and
Martha. The archetypal myth that comes to mind involves a
different "George" in Western tradition, the story of St. George
and the Dragon.

'E

he legend of St. George and the Dragon has been
popular since early Chri~tian times, perhaps as early as
he third century. There ts every reason to belteve that
St. George was a real martyr who suffered at Dispolis (Lydda)
in Palestine, probably before the time of Constantine. Records
from the sixth centuty speak of Dispolis as the resting place of
his relics. Little else of any historical validity can be ascertained. The story of his battle with a dragon, however, was
well-developed and quite popular by the late middle ages,
best known in written form in Tbe Golden Legend, translated
from Latin to English by William Caxton. A brief summary of
the legend is given in Butler's Lives of tbe Saints:
We are told that St. George was a Christian knight and
that he was born in Cappadocia. It chanced, however,
that he was riding one day in the province of Lybia,
and there he came upon a city called Sylene, near
which was a swamp. In this lived a dragon which
"envenomed all the country." The people had mustered together to attack and kill, but its breath was so
terrible that all had fled . To prevent its coming nearer
they supplied it every day with two sheep, but when
the sheep grew scarce, a human victim had to be substituted. This victim was selected by lot, and the lot
had fallen on the king's own daughter. No one was
willing to take her place, and the maiden had gone
forth dressed as a bride to meet her doom. Then
St. George, coming upon the scene, attacked the
dragon and transfixed it with his lance. Further, he
borrowed the maiden's girdle, fastened it around the
dragon's neck, and with this aid she led the monster
captive into the city. "It followed her as if it had been
a meek beast and debonair." The people in mortal
terror were about to take to flight, but St. George told
them to have no fear. If only they would believe in
Jesus Christ and be baptized, he would slay the
dragon. The king and all his subjects gladly assented.
The dragon was killed and four ox-carts were needed
to carry the carcass to a safe distance.
The battle between George and Martha is a modern
version of the encounter of St. George and the Dragon. While
Albee's imagery suggests this motif throughout the play, its
appearance is most explicit in Act III. As George begins his
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final game, the "exorcism" that will end all the games, he
begins to pelt Martha in a "spearlike" motion with the snapdragons he has picked from the college greenhouse. Modifying
a phrase used by Martha in Act II, he shouts, "Snap went the
dragons." Martha reacts with impatience and a growing suspicion that something fundamentally dangerous is about to
take place. George soon indicates that there will indeed be
something primal in the final game they are about to play.
He says as much to their guest, Honey:
We all peel labels, sweetie; and when you get through
the skin, all three layers, through the muscle, slosh
aside the organs ... them which are still sloshable and get down to bone .. . you know what you do then?
... When you get down to the bone, you haven't got
all the way, yet. There's something inside the bone .. .
the marrow .. . and that's what you gotta get at.
Archetypal analysis is one way to get to the psychic "marrow."

G

eorge and Martha's roles as saintly knight and dragon
can be understood better if each is seen from the
viewpoint of the other spouse . To George, Martha
appears monstrous, a dragon eager to devour everything and
everyone in the vicinity. He notices how Martha consumes so
much , especially liquor. "My God, you sure can swill it down ,
can't you;' he complains to Martha. He notices that she chews
her ice cubes and nibbles at her glass. He even claims that
Martha eats chromosomes; "she sprinkles them on her cereal:'
Much of Martha's activity is oral. She spews obscenities and
vulgarities constantly; George says of her, "Martha's a devil
with language; she really is." She has to defend herself against
George's accusation that she "brays" at Daddy's party. She asks
George to give her a "big, sloppy kiss" and she says that
George makes her "puke ." George pictures her as " sitting
there, in that chair of yours, .. . with the gin running out of your
mouth." All of this oral activity, while recalling the mouth of
St. George's dragon, also suggests the archetypal threat of
sexual "devouring" of any men who come near he r. As she
proclaims to Nick after his failed sexual encounter with her,
"I am the Earth Mother, and you are all flops."
George often describes Martha in animal terms. He calls
her a "subhuman monster yowling," which she later denies
fervently, screaming, "I am not a monster." George claims that
she used to "howl and claw at the turf' when she was "courting" George. He compares her to a cocker spaniel in her iceeating habits and says that the house she keeps is like a
pigpen. He speaks of her voice as "animal noises" and calls
Martha a "cyclops." He is tired of being "torn apart" by her and
says she is a sick monster who lives in a fantasy world.
Meanwhile, if George is supposed to be the dragon-killing
knight, he seems to Martha to be an ineffectual one, or a
"flop ;' as she so often calls him. She is constantly reminding
him that he can't "do" anything. He never "does anything" at
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her father's parties; he just sits around and talks. He is bogged
down in the "swamp" of the history department because he
doesn't have the "stuff ' to run the deparment. She delights in
telling of the time she defeated George in a boxing match. He
can't get his novel published because her Daddy won't let him.
She even tells Nick and Honey that George was jealous of their
child because "deep down in the private-most pit of his gut,
he's not completely sure it's his own kid." In so many ways,
Martha counters George's picture of her as a monster by her
portrayal of him as ineffectual and non-threatening. She sums
up by telling George, " if you existed, I'd divorce you." George
almost agrees with Martha's estimation of his lack of prowess.
He admits that being married to the daughter of the president
of the college is usually a "sacrifice of a more private portion
of the anatomy:·
George and Martha, however, have developed different
images of themselves which they present to each other.
George portrays himself as the defender of civilization, much
as St. George is pictured as resto ring order to the city ofSylene
and Christianity to the kingdom, and later being adopted as
the patron saint of the British Empire. He speaks eloquently of
taking the trouble to "construct a civilization ... to .. . to build a
society, based on the principles of ... of principle ... you bring
things to the saddest of all points ... to the point where there is
something to lose. He quotes from the book he is reading
while Martha and Nick are engaging in love-making, "And the
west, encumbered by crippling alliance ... must .. . eventually
.. . fall." In his "crippling alliance" with Martha, he ~ees everything turning into the "dump" that their house symbolizes.
The abstract painting in their living room pictures that threat;
he calls its " noisy, relaxed quality" a "pictorial representation
of the order of Martha's mind."

M

artha pictures herself as unassailable, especially by
George. Several times George threatens to maim or
kill Martha, but she taunts him. After he pretends to
shoot Martha with a fake rifle, he asks her if she thought he
was going to kill her. She answers, 'You? Kill me? That's a
laugh." In a later argument, he threatens, 'Til cut you to
pieces," to which Martha responds, "You 're not man enough."
George, however, expects to use not physical, but verbal
weaponry. This is seen not only in his witty attacks on Martha
and Honey, but most clearly in his assault on Nick, who really
threatens George since he represents the scientific powers that
George sees as creating a world where there will no longer be
much "music or civilization." He verbally spars with Nick by
seeming to misunderstand him or by suggesting phrases for
him to use in his polite remarks by asking him what he thinks
of the conjugation of "good, better, bested;' and in numerous
other encounters. George, who cherishes language, finds in
Nick's careless language the very symbol of his threat to civilization and wages language as a weapon in response. Martha,
however, accuses George of using language more as a shield
Summer 1984

George often describes
Martha in animal terms.
He calls her a subhuman
monster yowling.
and hiding b ehind his own verbiage. She asks him: "Have you
ever listened to your sentences, George? Have you ever
listened to the way you talk? You're so frigging ... convoluted
... that's what you are. You talk like you were writing one of
your stupid papers." She sees his unpublished novel as a
symbol of the ineffectualness of George's verbosity.
Why is Martha pictured as a monstrous dragon, and why is
it necessary for George to "slay" her? And in what sense is this
the activity of a saint, someone engaged in the work of Christ
in this world? One clue comes from Martha's own name for
herself, the "Earth Mother;' a title which evokes an archetype
studied ex tensively by Jungian theorists, the image of the
Great Mother. Martha (the name phonetically resembles the
word, " mother" ) often treats George as her child. She asks
George to "give your Mommy a big sloppy kiss" ; she babies
him as "Georgie-Porgie put-upon pie" ; and she asks him to
"make yo ur little Mommy a great big dwink." Studies in
comparative religion have revealed the frequent connection
between tl1e symbol of the dragon and the image of the Great
Mother. Judy Allen and Jeanne Griffiths in their illuminating
study, Tbe Book of the Dragon, explain:
The Great Mother ... is the triple goddess whose three
aspects are as maiden, mother, and hag. As maiden
she is sacrificed to the male principle, which impregnates her, and as mother she brings fo rth. But as hag
she is death, she is the underworld, and her womb is
the grave. It is in this dark chthonic aspect that she is
most often identified with the dragon, with devouring
death.
In the deepest sense, we are toid, the dragon cannot be
avoided, but "must be overcome by the hero to ensure his
spiritual survival."
In Christian baptism a man is symbolically born again
"of water and the spirit." In the Greek mystery cults
the novice was often led or d irected into symbolic
death, underground, in the death-womb of the earth,
where he was initiated into the deeper symbolism of
the cult and then reborn, emerging into the light after
an incarceration which often lasted three days. The
image of the primal waters is a female image ... The
chthonic aspect of these waters is the female dragon,
the image of death ... The Great Mother, even in her
death aspect, is a womb from which comes life ... It
will devour, but it will cast forth the enlightened man,
just as the whale cast forth Jonah.
5
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Russia and America are embedded in a neurotic and addictive
relationship that grows progressively less stable.

Nuclear Addiction

I
·I n Christian tradition, Christ's death and descent into hell
resembles this same kind of entrance into the underworld
to be "born again;· an action which the Christian sacramentally re-experiences in the death and resurrection of
baptism, "dying with Christ" and being "born again of water
and the Holy Spirit." George, as we have seen, sees Martha as a
monster of disorder. He also associates her with darkness,
promising her that he will hold her hand in the dark when
Martha's "afraid of d1e bogeyman" and that he will "tote her
gin bottles out after midnight, so no one will see." He even
associates her with the traditional enemies of d1e Christian
order, calling her "the only true pagan on the Eastern seaboard." As the "exorcism" is performed in Act III, George reads
from the Mass from the Dead, praying that "lux aeterna"
("light eternal") will be shed on the darkness. The victory of
light over darkness comes with the dawn at the end of the
play: it will be "Sunday, all day;· George tells Martha, evoking
the image of Easter Sunday.
Some students of this archetypal motif, however, criticize
the Christian version of the dragon-slaying story as too eager to
differentiate between the good and evil forces in this battle. In
the legend of St. George, the dragon represents the devil,
whose mouth resembles the mouth of hell, full of flames and
sulfur. St. George, as a baptized Christian, has already been
removed from the power of Satan and has little to fear from
the dragon. But many of the pre-Christian analogues to this
story emphasize a closer relationship between the slayer and
the dragon. In Jungian archetypal analysis as well, the dragon
can represent one's unconscious, the more instinctual urges,
the "darker," more mysterious levels of the psyche. The slaying
power can be one's conscious intellect, or the superego. In
Jungian psychology, emotional wholeness is achieved not by a
total victory of one aspect of the personality over the other, but
by an integration of one's total personality.
The struggle of George and Martha, then, can be studied
as the "marriage" of the various elements of the human
psyche, and the slaying of the dragon then, represents a victory
for the total personality. George emerges as a knight-hero, one
of the classic images of the "animus;· the "masculine" elements of the heroic personality. Martha's "dragon-nature" is
the bad "anima;' the "feminine". elements of the hero's personality. Joseph L. Henderson states this quite explicitly when
discussing various dragon-killing myths:
The ego's rise to effectively conscious action
becomes plain in the true culture-hero ... As part of
this rise to consciousness the hero-dragon battle may
have to be fought and re-fought to liberate energy for
the multitude of human tasks that came from a
culture pattern out of chaos ... The "feminine"
element no longer appears in dreams as a dragon, but
as a woman.
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So Martha emerges at the play's conclusion as the woman
she has always claimed to be, not as the monster George kept
trying to describe. No longer the dragon, she is the maiden of
the St. George legend. (As the daughter of the president of the
university, she is something of a modern-day princess, as well.)
Nick- can he be related to the devil, "Old Nick"? - has
departed, taking with him his "slim-hipped;' (i.e. nongenerative) wife. Honey, a preacher's daughter, who does not
like to be touched by Nick, saying, "I don't want to dance with
anyone;· represents a sterile form of religion that cannot
confront the monster. Martha and George, however, can bring
the dragon into the city and, having overcome evil, urge the
acceptance of Christ who has also "harrowed hell."
Thomas Porter, in his study of the use of myth in American
drama, remarks that "significant drama deals with the complexities of a culture situation rather than the fantasy-ideal."
Therefore while an archetypal analysis might detect an underlying pattern of a drama, it tends to appear overly simplistic
and in its schematization ignores the wealth of realistic detail
presented on stage. But such an analysis tries to show that
while we consciously observe a drama like Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf? with its wit, suspense, and irony, we are also
re-living an archetypal experience in our subconscious awareness. George and Martha, in their seemingly absurd, often
offensive, and sometimes painful "fun and games," are of
abiding interest to us because their struggle is, in Steinbeck's
phrase, an "old and terrible story;' which is, nevertheless, the
"chart of the soul."

Father Michael Tueth, S.J., bas been a Bannan Visiting
Professor at Santa Clara this past academic yem; and participated in the university's Institute on the Fami(J; teaching a
course on The Image of tbe Fami(J' in American Drama. His
interest in this topic is expanded from his doctoral dissertation
at New York Universi(l' on the dramatic portrayal of fami(J' life
in the Broadway theater of the 1950s. For this article, be also
bas drazun on one of bis earlier academic interests, tbe
arcbetypal approacb to literature, ll'hicb was tbe basis for bis
master's thesis at St. Louis University Father Tuetb teaches at
Regis College in Colorado, ll'here be ll'as named Facul(l'
Member of the Year in 1982-83.
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acknowledge a certain wariness engaging in moral
discourse related to the use of nuclear weapons. Too
often the language of morality is used to obfuscate,
not to elucidate. In the contemporary absence of moral
authority, the temptation to manipulate traditional symbols
for ulterior ends is rampant. As authority weakens and
anxiety spreads, the name of God, the writings of prophets,
and even the commentaries of bishops are too easily
invoked.
The correct principles to guide us through the
muddle of modern politics and the perils of nuclear
deterrence do not come easily. Yet they exist and we
can find them. This is our challenge. For despite the
relativism, the propaganda, and the fear, I believe that
with humility and grace we can discern right from wrong
and discover what peace requires.
Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger begins his
moral defense of present American nuclear policy in a
recent article with the injunction of Moses: " ... I set before
you life or death, blessing or curse. Choose life, then, so
that you and your descendants may live:'
It is difficult for me to understand, however, what blessing can be found in the Reagan Administration's $220 billion
plan to add 7,000 new nuclear weapons to an arsenal from
which 170,000 times the fire power used on Hiroshima can
already be launched. Is it the promise of life or a curse that
speeds us along a course that risks the extinction of our civilization, our species and perhaps the biosphere itself?
Lofty quotations from the Bible, the popes and the
bishops provide words of wisdom, but shed no light on the
Administration's nuclear strategy and its compatibility with
concepts, such as just cause, comparative justice, right intention, last resort, probability of success or proportionality.
Mr. Weinberger also warns us "not to lose confidence; that
America has a special mission for peace."
Yet what does this " special mission" require? Is it really
possible to deter aggression and preserve freedom and at the
same time live with Russia in a world in a way that permits
ending the nuclear arms race before it ends us?
The first step requires a recognition that evil has not
restricted itself to the Soviet Union. The Seven Deadly Sins
plague the Western world as well. The unnecessary suffering of
people and the ravaging of nature are hardly confined to the
territory Russia controls.
Although the nation-state is never founded on humility, it
can certainly fall out of pride. Exalting our freedom while
launching a massive nuclear-weapons buildup is not the way
of peace. Of course, the Administration justifies its program by
pointing to the huge Soviet buildup and the perceived need to
deter each Russian nuclear warfighting scenario that our
experts can imagine.
For nearly 40 years we have been engaged in an arms race
and have modernized and expanded our nuclear weapons.
So have the Soviets. As a result, we have heightened our
insecurity, encouraged nuclear proliferation, and begun to see
the weakening of our European alliance.
Something is wrong. As the American bishops said in their
recent Pastoral Letter: "What previously had been defined as a
Summer 1984
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safe and stable system of deterrence is today viewed with
political and moral skepticism."
Although it has taken many years, more and more
people are now asking questions about the precise role
nuclear weapons play in our security. Nuclear parity
between Russia and the United States so profoundly
changed the utility of these weapons that it has
required a long time for the meaning of our predicament to come into clear focus. Melvin Laird,
Secretary of Defense in the Nixon administration, recently said, "these weapons ... are useless for milita1y purposes." In war games at the
Army ~r College, it is difficult to find an
officer willing to initiate the use of battlefield
nuclear weapons since no clear gain can be
perceived. No one will guarantee that once
the "firebreak" between conventional and
nuclear war is crossed, general annihilation
will not follow.
Yet, apparently the meaning of this
nuclear cul-de-sac has not penetrated the
political thinking that now guides our nuclear buildup.
How else can we explain the gluttonous demand for more
atomic weapons at a time of such profound nuclear overkill?
Secretary Weinberger asserts that the United States must
build more "very modern and accurate" nuclear weapons to
avoid attacking civilian population centers and to be able to
retaliate against the hardened military targets of the Soviets.
Such a rationale obscures the fact that the United States
already possesses the capability to retaliate against a multitude
of military and economic targets, including military bases,
troop concentrations, marshalling yards, bridges, roads and
factories, without specifically targeting cities. It also obscures
the fact that so many military targets are within or near cities
that striking them entails killing a massive number of civilians.
The Secretary's call for more accurate nuclear weapons also
ignores the fact that a first strike by the Soviets would leave
empty silos for his proposed new missiles to retaliate against.
In any event, with or without new American nuclear
weapons, a first nuclear strike by Russia carries the risk of
escalation to total nuclear war and the complete destruction
of both Russia and America. Therefore, it is not plausible except by mistake or madness.
Simply put, the United States and the Soviet Union are
nuclear giants, paralyzed by their own mutual hostage relationship. Try as they will, by testing, developing and deploying
more nuclear weapons systems, neither will break out of the
curse of assured mutual destruction.
The fact that no war has broken out between Russia and
the United States proves very little about the future. Short-term
perceptions of "security" can be purchased through an addictive and ultimately lethal process.
The late Gregory Bateson, in a letter to the University of
California Regents in 1979, put it well :
As is commonly the case in biological systems, the

short-time deterrent effect is achieved at the expense
of long-time cumulative change. The actions which
7

The cure of deterrence
should not be allowed to
become the disease of
unremitting escalation.
today postpone disaster result in an increase in
strength on both sides of the competitive system to
ensure a greater instability and greater destruction if
and when the explosion occurs. It is this fact of
cumulative change from one act of threat to the next
that gives the system the quality of addiction. The
addict may think that each "fix" is like the previous
fix, and indeed each is alike in staving off the feelings of deprivation. But, in truth, each fix differs from
the previous fix in that the thresholds and magnitudes of all relevant variables have shifted.
Bateson characterized the nuclear arms race as evil because
eventually the process itself deepens distrust, increases instability
and inexorably leads to catastrophic war. Each successive round
complicates the relationship with new weapons that only intensity
military insecurity. Such is the record since Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. In addition to the self-reinforcing quality of the nuclear
addiction, Bateson points to the scale - "the sheer quantity of
human pain that these machines can generate and the danger of
their toxic effects spreading from the killing of a few millions of
people to the upsetting of world ecological process:' These
factors of time and scale give rise to what he calls not merely bad
action but deadly sin.
St. Thomas Aquinas classified a sin as "deadly" if it "gives
rise to others especially in the manner of a final cause:' In
periods past, pride was considered the most serious offense; in
others, avarice. Can anyone doubt that the most deadly sin today,
judged by the evil to which it gives rise, is anything other than
unrepentant nuclear competition?
Secretary Weinberger sta:tes that the "nuclear deterrence we
extend to our allies, then, must protect them, not just against
nuclear threats, but .. . protect us all against the awesome
conventional power of the Soviet Union ..:'
The Bishops are quite clear on this point:
Nonetheless, in light of the probable effects of
initiating nuclear war, we urge NATO to move rapidly
toward the adoption of a "no first-use" policy, but
doing so in tandem with development of an adequate
alternative defense posture.
Former Secretary of Defense RobertS. McNamara urges
the same point. He asserts that the only effective deterrent
against a Soviet conventional attack in Europe is a non-nuclear
defense. Since even the limited use of nuclear weapons runs
the risk of total nuclear war, it is not credible that an American
president would actually commit their use in the absence of a
nuclear attack If this is so, their deterrent value against
conventional warfare is seriously eroded. Mr. McNamara states
that there are no circumstances that would justifY America
initiating the use of nuclear weapons. Moreover, like many
others, he finds no economic.obstacle to achieving the
required conventional defense.
Under these conditions, there is no moral justification for
the continued "first-use" doctrine that guides our present
strategy in Western Europe.
8

Give Us This Day

Our Dail Bread

The final point that must be made is the failure of the
Administration to acknowledge the growing danger of nuclear
proliferation. As long as the two superpowers continue their
nuclear arms race, other nations will find justification for their
own nuclear development. It is utterly myopic to assume a
Russian-American competition in atomic weapons without the
proliferation of nuclear capacity to dozens of new countries.
Unless both superpowers act promptly to rein themselves
in and agree on a strategy of nuclear containment, the specter
of nuclear terrorism will haunt us forever. Unless we stop
together now, we have no moral authority to stop others. It is
not even clear that both superpowers have the power any
longer to halt nuclear proliferation. But while any possibility
remains, we must seize every initiative to create an environment that puts a limit to the spread of nuclear weaponry.
Morality and wisdom dictate no less.
Unquestionably, the horrors of Stalinism and the
repression that exists in the Soviet state inspire condemnation;
they demand a strong defense and continuing vigilence. But
the cure of deterrence should not be allowed to become the
disease of unremitting escalation. A society of hundreds of
millions of people has openings. Let us find them. Exchanges
of people, ideas, culture, and trade can break down barriers.
Although history is the story of one war after another, the tale
of the nuclear superpowers is just unfolding. The shared threat
to our common existence may yet provide a new foundation
and old paradigms may be transcended in a world that can
destroy itself.
Morality requires truth. And the truth of this case is that
Russia and America are embedded in a neurotic and addictive
relationship that grows progressively less stable. Within the
old logic, we either will use our new weapons and die or
follow a moral imperative and find change in some form of
mutual trust. There is a choice.
This article is based on a paper for Thought, a quarterly
publication of Fordham University.

Drought in Ethiopia- March 1983
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ur Saviour prayed about hunger. As always, Christ is
relevant. In his day, hunger took its toll on men's
bodies, on their minds, and, yes, probably on their
souls as well. Two-thousand years later, hunger still exists and
continues to stalk mankind.
In this article I make these contentions:

My position is basically optimistic, which may be a
departure from what you have read. Let me be clear: Many
authors have been convincing in their pessimism about world
hunger, and histmy is on their side. Solving the problem is
difficult and long-term at best. Food for the hungry, as Nobel
Laureate Theodore W. Schultz said, "is not manna from heaven."

• World hunger is a serious problem of great
I would be among the last to play down the pervasiveness
concern.
or the intransigence of d1e world hunger problem. For me to
• World hunger, although considered an intractable
raise false hopes would be professionally irresponsible and
problem since ancient times, is now solvable.
personally sinful. But there are good reasons today to hope
• World hunger is a problem that each
-----------for a solution to world hunger, and one that will
of us can do something about.
Charles E. French occur in our time. No past generation has had the
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Hungry people are restless and restless people
can be dangerous, especially in a nuclear age.

One out of every eight persons in the world
is too hungry to live a normal life.

luxury of such a hope; we should not deny it. After we explore
the seriousness of the problem, I will discuss some of the
events that generate d1is hope.
World Hunger - A Serious Problem
About 450 million people are chronically malnourished,
which means permanently hungry - every night. One out of
eight people on the face of the earth is too hungry to live a
normal life. Even more people are chronically undernourished
- probably around 1.3 billion.
More than half of the hungry are children under five years ·
of age, which is more than the population of the United States.
Three· fourths of those who die from hunger are children15 million every year. More than 100,000 go blind each year
from lack of vitamin A alone.
Pregnant women and lactating mothers pay a heavy toll to
hunger. Not only do women bear the pain for the suffering of
their children, but they also pay dearly because of their own
malnutrition and resultant health problems. Moreover, many of
them spend their lives in the hard, grueling tasks of agricul·
ture; more than one· half of the agricultural labor force in the
developing countries are women.
The hungry, for the most part, are the poor of the world;
they have few chances to improve their lot. Even when food
can be produced or purchased by them, they are often too
hungry or too sick from hunger to avail themselves of the
opportunities. They.get sick too often and die too young.
Agriculturally related problems in natural resources, such
as desertification, forest depletion, and fiber shortages, cut
deeply into their lives; for example, some Hindu poor are
denied cremation because of prohibitive costs of firewood.
The life of the hungry is spent in hope , but wasted in a
struggle for a well·fed and healthy body that might give them a
more humane life. Such elusive hopes and desperate struggles
are not faced by most of us, the more fortunate . Consequently,
the problems of the hungry too seldom are etched into our
consciences.
World Hunger - A Solvable Problem
There are many persons who spend a lifetime espousing
one or another simple solution to the hunger problem.
Although they are probably well-meaning, they are misdirected.
There is no simple solution. And to argue otherwise actually
does more harm to the hungry.
My thesis summarizes some current events, probably fortuitous, but which also are collectively encouraging. Possibly
they will give substance to our hopes about this problem. But
though they may provide us the opportunity, they unfortun·
ately can not guarantee the resolution.
First, a strong consensus has evolved that we now have
the scientific and technical know· how to feed the world,
including its expected growth. The World Food Conference
held in Rome in 1974 advanced this hypothesis and the
National Academy of Sciences' World Food and Nutrition
Study of 1977 verified it. The scientists are convincing in their
rationale on this point. Moreover, a world network of food
science is fast developing. Good food scientists in most coun·
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tries of the world and a dozen or more international centers
for research are providing the cooperative thrust with an array
of scientific answers vital for attacking the hunger problem.
The existing science centers of the developed world also are
being integrated into this system. Food and agricultural
research results are exciting and hold their own with the
marvels of modern science on any subject.
Second, world hunger is appearing on the key agendas of
nations throughout the world. Usually most such problems
receive little attention until that happens, so getting on the
agenda is an important accomplishment. The scientists say our
solution now lies in the individual and political will to tackle
the problem.
The Rome Conference in 1974 focused new recognition
on the mutual concerns of this problem. Reports such as the
Brandt Commission, the U.S. Presidential Commission on
World Hunger, Global 2000 Report to the President, United
Nations report, Agriculture: Toward 2000, and many others,
have illuminated the topic. The big summits, for example,
those at Cancun and Williamsburg, have given it valuable
priority. No one has elevated the issue more than Pope john
Paul II. I can testify that the delegates to the Twenty-First
United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization Conference
in Rome were proud when he said:
''As one whose entire ministty is to represent Christ
on earth - the historical compassionate Christ who
was solicitous for the needy and who fed the hungry
- I cannot but testify to my profound admiration for
the contribution that you are making ... lack of me
absolutely basic minimum of food is a scandal of d1e
modern world .. :·

Third, things often have to get worse before they can get
better. The global fear of extinction, or at least the fear of the
North about being forced to share its wealth with the South,
may have brought us through a catharsis, resulting in a search
for mutuality. Pope john Paul II put it well " ... From now on, it
is only through a conscious choice and then deliberate policy
that humanity can survive." Mutual security has become a real
concern of our time. Finding it may come more from feeding
the poor than in world government directly. We must not
overplay the importance of world hunger, but pragmatic
solutions for world survival are not easy to find. Hungry
people are restless and restless people can be dangerous,
especially in a nuclear age. So it is not a flight in reasoning to
argue that one of our strongest bids for world peace today may
well be me eradication of world hunger.
Motivations of individual countries or individuals may be
quite selfish and yet a mutuality can evolve. Agricultural
development, as I will discuss later, may be me focus for put·
ting the power of this mutuality to work. Current proponents,
such as Ronald E. Mueller in Revitalizing America, make a
convincing case for the fact that selfish needs of individual
countries around the globe may give us constructive group
actions.
Highly oversimplified, this line of argument develops as
follows: The industrialized countries need the markets of the
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developing countries, the newly rich countries, and the socially
planned countries. They need political alliances and mutual
security pacts with all countries. Also, they need worldwide
technical and social development - for example: China's sal·
vage agriculture, especially in animal production; Soumeast
Asia's new multiple cropping systems; Europe's land· intensive
culture; and the international research centers' genetic inno·
vations in such areas as plant tolerance to salinity and trace
mineral deficiencies.
The developing countries need the technical and man·
agerial assistance of the industrialized and socially planned
countries, the markets of the industrialized countries, and the
capital of the newly rich.
The newly rich countries need the capital outlets of the
industrialized countries but they need those of the developing
countries even more ; they need the technical and developmental assistance of the industrialized and socially planned
countries; they need the products of the developed countries;
and they need political alliances and mutual security pacts
with the industrial and socially planned countries.
The socially planned countries need technical assistance
and products, especially agricultural, from the industrialized
countries; they need mutual security from the industrialized
and newly rich ; and they need raw materials and political
alliances with the developing countries.
This means that we have a compression of humanity into
truly one world. This world has experienced a catharsis while
flirting with a host of mutual problems, from resource security
to global extinction itself. Moreover, countries are heavily
influenced by a complicated set of special needs. It is hoped
that these needs are forging a mutuality not seen before. This
becomes possible in part because of the proximity that grows
daily through new institutional compatibility, which facilitates
interaction and joint decision·making. This compatibility is
explosive, risky, and exciting, but, more important, it is
optimistic.
Fourth, our tools for world development are improving.
The problem is better defined, even though it is becoming
more complicated. An important component of that definition
relevant to world hunger is the preeminence given agricultural
growth in total world economic development. The following is
a highly simplified illustration of what is happening. The poor
are in the rural areas. They need jobs before they can be
productive. Many need food before they can hold jobs. The
high multiplier effect from generating employment and capital
in agricultural production has long been recognized. So the
people are helped where they are, with agricultural develop·
ment. The hope is that the rest of the economy will be pushed
along through a multiplier effect by the surplus generated.
This provides other opportunities that allow the relocation of
the farm people that are unneeded for production, so they can
take advantage of opportunities elsewhere.
The· focus of this development process has been shifting
to individual country's initiatives with outside assistance, but
with more internal management. Organization to get the job
done cuts across the total government planning process, but
the emphasis is on agriculture. The approach is centered more
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on nutrition and food than on farm production and agricul·
tural exports for capital gain than it was in the past.
Development problems are many. I cannot handle all of
them in this article, but, optimistically, this new focus on the
individual countty, backed by better multinational and bilateral
development agency coordination, has given food programs
more emphasis and more status.
Private industry involvement in the food systems has
increased worldwide. New emphasis in food matters is more
on self-reliance by individual countries rather than on blind
self-sufficiency. This has meant more trade in food. Greater
need for responsible world trade patterns in food also is evolving. Some signs of more responsible trading are coming from
within individual country policies and trading blocks. Many
problems exist in mis area, but the pressure to find mutual
solutions generates a hope for improved diets for the hungry.
Some success stories about how developing countries
have improved their food situation are emerging: Thailand is a
major food supplier in Asia; India, generally expected to be a
"basket case" on hunger problems, has shown important signs
of success: Taiwan and Brazil are others that have become
important food producing countries. These improvements of
individual countries are significant in their own right, but they
also serve as important examples to other developing countries. Their improved economies now are providing valuable
markets, even for certain foodstuffs, for other countries,
including the United States.
Many countries are shifting greater emphasis in meir food
system to the private sector and away from the government.
This has meant more business arrangements among private
businesses worldwide and is adding a commercial expertise
and emphasis to food systems.
World peace, if not survival, hangs precipitously in the
balance, and world hunger may well be the fulcrum of that
balance.
For good reason , Jesus, in his most famous prayer, said:
"Give us this day our daily bread." Since his day, hunger has
been the most compelling concern of most of the world.
For the first time, world hunger has been consistently and
prominently on tl1e agenda of the world's top political leaders.
For the first time, a large number of world businessmen
can see profitable incentives for dealing in the commerce of
feeding the world.
For the first time, most of the anguished, malnourished,
and striving masses are learning that scientists, businessmen,
and politicians know how to help them.
These people are restless and are beginning to realize that
they may not be helpless. The potential for explosion is there.
But, more important, this setting, which was possibly
generated by a catharsis, may have within it the potential for
pragmatic science, a profitable business network, political
feasibility, world peace, and the cradling needed for a massive
upgrading in human dignity.
World Hunger - A Personal Problem
The question asked most by concerned people about
world hunger is, "What can I do?"
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Next winter a university-wide institute
will focus on Poverty and Conscience.

Traits of a Healthy Family
Adapted from a talk by Dolores Curran

The seeds for mutual efforts have been germinating for a
long time. As Prime Minister Indira Gandhi has said:
The search for food is the foundation of all other
quests. The wish for plenty -whether from hunt,
catch, or harvest - is easily mankind's oldest
collective thought.
That people ask this question is most heartening. Revival of
the notion that individual action is the key to mutual concerns
is one o f the healthiest currents in modern thought. In his New
Yorker article on nuclear alternatives, "Reflections," Jonathan
Schell summarized it:
Extinction therefore threatens not so much each
person's life ... as the meaning of our lives, ... requiring each of us to make this business his own ... Since
love connects, it is only as love is strong in us are we
likely to find the resolve to prevent our extinction.
However, in our current discussion, let me argue that
prevention of world hunger may be our most pragmatic policy
for preventing world self-destruction. Thus, action by
individuals can hold the key. The answer to what an individual
can do probably varies, often a person can feel inadequate or
unsure about how to proceed, but some general suggestions
can be made.
For example, an individual can host a discussion group tea,
organize a study group, visit a local soup kitchen, volunteer to
cook the soup, pray for the hungry, pledge support to a hungry
child, or change careers to work on hunger abroad. Most of
these suggestions probably leave the questioner unfulfilled.
A more promising approach for most of us is to join with
others so we can make our personal impact more effective.
There are three organizational homes for doing this - church,
school, and government.
First, the private voluntary organization (PVO's), especially
the church-related ones, are important in fighting world
hunger and can -extend the effectiveness of the individual
citizen. These groups usually are well-accepted and by forming
partnerships with other agencies, they increase their leverage.
The role of church-related PVO's has been expanded in
recent years. An individual's effectiveness is easily welded with
others of common concern and the effectiveness of this type of
PVO is additionally enhanced by organizational partnerships.
How an individual fits into the PVO's, especially the
church-related ones, is a persona.! matter and deserves more
design than is feasible in this paper., The possibilities range
from financial support to short-term or permanent employment in such an organization.
Second, the educational system is taking an increasingly
larger role in the fight for world hunger. Opportunities may be
less obvious and more limited, but things are going on, and
good educational institutions he lp individuals to become
more effective.
New legislation has explicitly attempted to harness the
capabilities of educational instituti ons to add their strength to
that of others in U.S. bilateral technical assistance abroad.
Many types of individual expertise are needed on teams and
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individual assignments for combating hunger througho ut the
world. The lead agency of the U.S. government is the Agency
for International Development (AID). Many universities,
including Santa Clara University, have some type of institutional affiliation with AID. Also, individual staff members o ften
develop their own relationships.
Most universities, including Santa Clara, have formal
courses, educational activities, and outreach programs that are
concerned with world hunger. For example, SCU's Institute of
Agribusiness educates U.S. nationals and foreign nationals at
the MBA level, with specialized training in managing the
world's food system. The university also is preparing an interdisciplinary Institute on Poverty and Conscience for the 1985
winter term. This program will draw on the university's
resources and will bring major speakers and programs on
world hunger to the attention of the whole community. Additionally, a group of concerned faculty and staff at SCU sponsor
the Skip-A-Meal program, in which some 200 participants make
monthly contributions that are donated entirely to two San
Jose kitchens that help to feed the hungry.
Tbird, government policy makers for world hunger need
the input of individuals. Individuals can help influence po licy
as it is being made at all levels of government; such input is
sorely needed.
Policy on world hunger directly affects some U.S. constituents, but unfortunately this is not so obvious to politicians.
Those directly affected are most often foreigners, and, o f
course, they are not franchised to vote for U.S. politicians. The
effect of the individual U.S. citizen on policy for world hunger
may well be greater, in fact, than in many other policy issues.
This is because an individual's position or vote counts for
more in situations where so few vitally interested citizens participate, and politicians can avoid taking responsibl e action
simply because of voter lethargy.
The range of public activities affecting world hunger is
broad and policy makers need the valuable and unique contributions that individuals can bring to this vital issue.
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ne of the reasons I wrote Traits of a Healthy Family
is because I work with families. I am a parent educator. I give parenting workshops and seminars; I
work with staffs of hospitals and schools to teach them how to
work with parents.
1 have found that our work with families often is from the
standpoint o f a problem - a pathological perspective - of
what's wrong with families. When we ask families to talk about
the ir weaknesses, the list is end less. But when we ask them to
ide ntify their s tre ngths, they are stymied.
The family has become one of society's major scapegoats:
institutions that serve families vety ofte n blame the family fo r
institutional failure. For example, how long has it been since
yo u've heard one of these comments: "We could have better
schools if our parents did a better job." Or "We could have
better churches if the parents were more concerned." Or this
one from government: "We would have a better society if
parents were better parents." There also is one from Lester
Summer 1984

Maddox, when he was criticized for the prison conditions in
Georgia: "We could have b etter prisons if you sent us a better
class of prisoners." Eventually we start believing this kind
of thing.
I wanted to find out if there were commonalities in the
healthy or strong family, and, if so, what they were so that
families would have a method o f measuring themse lves against
these criteria. What I discovered is that there are strengths
even in the most hurting families. A healthy or good family life
does not mean it is a perfect family without problems. Only
families tend to equate a good family life with perfectionism.
With the help of people from five disciplines, I devised an
instrument for surveying 500 professionals across the countly
who work directly with families. (I found out a long time ago
that if you want to know where the healthy families are, go to
people who work with them.) So from the churches, I had
pastors and religious educators; from schools, counselors,
teachers and principals; from family health care, pediatricians,
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pediatric nurse practioners, family counselors and social
welfare counselors; and from volunteer organizations,
those engaged in groups, like the YMCA, 4-H and
~
Scouts.
I asked these 500 professionals to choose the 15
traits they most commonly find in families that are
healthy. There were several interesting findings from
this survey. First, the unanimity of the returns surprised us.
We thought we'd probably get different definitions from the
educators, the church people and the health care people, but
that did not happen. With very little variation, they picked the
same 15 traits. Second, we found that the "old" definitions of what constituted a "good family," what we
call the "billboard family" image, were not chosen

its own therapy following today. Some families
are just not huggers.
Another hallmark of the communicating
family is that it listens responsively rather than
reactively. As parents we sometimes tend to react first
and respond later. If a child comes home from
school and says, "I might be getting a 'D' in math;'
how do we react? Do we say, "Oh, no:· Or
"Remember what I said: If you do, no car for
eight years." But if we are listening responsively,
we say "Why? What makes you think so?" If the
child responds by saying "The teacher doesn't
like me;' don't play that game. Ask why. Listen
and find out. We find that communicating

to any significant degree. The "good family" of 20
years ago included such characteristics as two
parents; church on Sundays; mother stayed at home;
Dad worked outside the home; strong goal of education; disciplined children; adequate income; and rooted in
one community:
But the top 15 traits my professional colleagues selected
were considerably different from those that formed the family
image of two decades ago. Let me review them for you.

families tend to listen responsively rather than
reactively.
Another hallmark of the communicating
family is that they tend to interrupt more than any
other family. But everyone is interruptable and that's the difference. The most interrupted person in the family is usually
the youngest child. (Some families don't even know that their
youngest can talk until he leaves home.)
A final hallmark in the communicating family is important
to us as Christians and Catholics and that is that the healthy
family develops a pattern of reconciliation. In my study, I went
to the individuals in the family and said to them, apart from
the rest of the family, "How do you know when a fight ends?"
Invariably they gave the same clues: "Everyone comes out of
their room." Or "Mom says, 'Does anyone want a Pepsi?'" Or
"Dad gives a big yawn and says, 'Well:" What that dad probably
doesn't know is that he's sacramentalizing -putting closure
on the situation. He's really saying, "It's time to close it off and
get back together again." That's the kind of reconciliation we
find in healthy families.
If a family doesn't develop a pattern of reconciliation, disagreements don't end and they carry over to the next fight. A
man I work with in Colorado Springs calls it "gunny sacking."
We pack all of the unfinished fights into our gunny sacks and
bring them in for the next one.
Erma Bombeck has a wonderful
line on that. She says, "Why
does every one of our fights
have to end with 'Why did
your mother wear black to
our wedding?' "

I. The Healthy Family Communicates and Listens. I met
with a number of the families pinpointed by the respondents
to study what goes on inside those families, and under the
topic of communication, I discovered nine hallmarks. I'll
mention six.
Number one is a balance of power between the spouses,
or plural personhood, which is contrary to the dominant and
subordinate kind of relationship that once was prized. The
dominant persons (and by no means was the man always the
dominant one) couldn't share their feelings, fears or weaknesses. The subordinate ones couldn't share their feelings
because they were used against them later on. In other words,
there are no Archie and Edith Bunkers in a healthy family today.
The second hallmark is that a communicating family has
control over television. Television had a significant impact on
practically all of the 15 traits. One mother I talked with said
their family was having trouble communicating and, in further
probing, I discovered they had five children, two parents and
nine television sets. Each person was communicating with the
set in his or her room, but they weren't communicating with
one another. (By the way, a family therapy network group now
lists television football as one of the top five areas of marital
discord.)
A third hallmark is nonverbal communication. The communicating family pays more attention to this than other families do. There are two kinds of nonverbal communication negative and positive. Some of the typical negative nonverbal
communication from parents about their teenagers are the
slammed door, the shrug, the curled lip and the rolled eyes.
Teenage children, on the other hand, list two types of
nonverbal communication from parents: body language and
the sigh. Of course the deadliest of all nonverbal communication is silence. And that's when people bring their children
or their spouse in for therapy. You can say, "Don't slam the
door on me, young man." Or, "Don't shrug at me like that." But
you can't say, "Don't be silent." Consequently, when family
members revert to silence, it's a sign of deeper concern.
An example of positive nonverbal communication is
touching, which can include lap sitting, kneading shoulders,
back rubs or simply reading with your arm around the child.
Touching should not be equated with hugging only, which has
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II. A Healthy Family Is
One that Affirms and
Supports. In this area,
me hallmarks are to
distinguish between
support and pressure. If you don't
know what I
mean, try to recall your last
Little League
game. Some
parents in that
situation support their children; some pressure their children. To
me, this is a very difficult area of parenting. How
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much do I push my under-achieving student before it becomes
my goal? He's content with a "C-" and I know he can do better.
When does my support become pressure? Another hallmark is
self-esteem. It's very difficult for parents to support and affirm
children if they have low esteem themselves. This is especially
apparent in situations where someone has lost a job and his or
her self-esteem has plummeted. The whole family is affected.
In this society we honor people for what they do rather than
what they are; the person who loses a job is the same man or woman - the next day that he was the day before, but if he
got a pink slip that night, his self-esteem plunges.
III. A Healthy Family Teaches Respect for Others. The

main hallmark I want to mention here is accepting individual
differences and prizing them within the family. How many
times have you gone to a back-to-school night and had the
teacher say, "He's not at all like his brother or sister." And what
do you say? "Good. He's not his brother or sister." This means
more than just forcing evetyone to be a conformist- everyone an athlete or everyone a scholar.
IV. A Healthy Family Develops Trust. On a book tour
recently, I followed a Playboy magazine adviser on love and
sex on a 1V talk show in Cleveland. He answers letters in
Playboy and his book was a ten year compilation of some of
those letters. Apparently in his book he makes a case for extramarital affairs as being healtl1y, and when he was asked about
that he said, "People used to say 'our marriage isn 't working.
We'd better have a baby: Now we're saying, have an affair
instead:" When the interviewer asked me to identify some of
the top traits in my book I said, "Interestingly enough, one of
the top traits is trust, and we don't find extramarital relationships in healthy families." But that kind of trust means more
than marital fidelity. A definition of trust by Erik Erickson is
when you love someone and you are loved enough by
someone to know that whatever he or she does is for your
own welfare. Erickson uses the phrase "an inner certainty;' that
the love exists and manifests itself in an outer predictability.
Parental love, for example, is predictable love. I could not find
one family that allowed trust to be used as a weapon, or what
we sometimes call "the trust trap" game. Healthy families deal
with that in this way: "If you think I'm doing this because I
don't love you, then you don't trust me."
V. Healthy Families Have a Sense of Play and Humor.
The family tends to recognize its stress level when it's at play.
This is the family that says "We need to have some fun. We
haven't had any fun together for a while." They use humor
positively rather than destructively. Many families use humor
destructively: by teasing, with put-downs or humiliations. But
even so, these families are easy to work with because they
have a sense of humor and they can be shown how to turn it
around to use it positively. The most difficult situation is one
in which tl1e family doesn't have a sense of humor. We can't
give them one. Actually, a sense of humor is a gift from God.
Families often have little phrases or sayings that only
mean something to the rest of tl1e family and always make
them smile or laugh. They are wonderful because they help
diffuse the tension. Let me share one from my family. My son,
Dan, is a sunny kid. He's 15 now, but when he was about 10 he
came to breakfast one morning and 1 said "Good morning,
Dan." And he said, "I don't have any socks that match." That
was his greeting. Well , I know the nesting habits of his socks
so I didn't get defensive. I just sympathized with him. He
didn't get what he wanted so he went over to the table and he
said, "How come we always have brown toast here and we
don't get any of that good white toast?" And I let that one pass,
too. Finally he got up and forgot to clear his place and so I
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said, "You forgot to clear your place, Dan." And he said, "I
don't know why I have to work so hard around here. None of
my friends have to work so hard." And by then, I'd had it and I
said, "You know, I'm not enjoying you very much this morning,
my friend ." And with genuine astonishment, he looked up and
said to me, "Well, you're sure in a bad mood today."
Dan was doing what kids and what adults, too, do, which
is put his bad mood or guilt onto someone else. Later that day,
we laughed about it and since then, "You're sure in a bad
mood today" has become a key phrase in our family.
VI. The Healthy Family Has a Strong Sense of Shared

Responsibility. This trait is found more commonly in the
single parent family than in the dual parent family. A hallmark
for it is that responsibility is paired with recognition: children
are asked for the utmost in performance, but they are given the
upmost recognition for what they do. Anotl1er hallmark is that
this kind of responsibility means more tl1an sharing chores. It
means responsibility for the family mood or for family peace.
In some families that aren't so healthy, the mother takes on the
total responsibility for peacekeeping: when two kids fight
three rooms away, it somehow is her fault. She has failed.

Responsibility is crucial in family dynamics. Although many
parents tend to think of responsiblity as chores, it really is
more affirming and supporting one another, of not leaving the
support up to the parents alone.
VII. The Healthy Family Teaches a Sense of Right and
Wrong. The main hallmark for this trait is a consensus of
values between husband and wife. This is terribly important
when selecting a mate because it doesn't get discussed much
before marriage, but it often comes up right afterwards. For
example, if a husband holds a high value on consumerism and
accumulation of goods and the wife holds one on simplicity,
the difference will cause problems. If one holds a high value
on honesty and tl1e other one doesn't, there will be problems.
Today we are seeing kids who are not immoral but amoral;
they don't know what's right or wrong; they don't have a value
system.
A University of Colorado student was outraged last year
because he was arrested for stealing a bike. He admitted
stealing the bike. He was outraged because it was his right to
steal it because it wasn't locked. "If you don't protect your
property, I have a right to it."
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know what I tell those parents? "Bring me your high school
yearbook:' But by the same token, parents should be allowed
to be parents. I don't have to be a teenager. I don't have to like
that music. My children don't listen to my music, which is
classical, and I don't listen to theirs. This is allowing people
space, but it is also more than d1at. In some .families, the
privacy of being allowed to grow up and leave home is
violated: hanging on emotionally to children who should be
long gone can be a violation of privacy.
XII. The Healthy Family Values Service to Others. There
are two hallmarks for this trait. One is that it is a more hospitable family, which opens itself up to od1ers and tends to
think about people at times besides Christmas and Easter. The
second hallmark is that it controls its volunteerism. Volun teerism can kill families.
VIII. A Healthy Family Has a Strong Sense of Family
with Lots of Tradition. One of the most volatile arguments
couples have their first year of marriage does not have to do
with sex or in-laws or money but with Christmas. "Where are
we going to spend Christmas? Do we open the gifts on
Christmas morning or on Christmas Eve? Do we get an artificial
tree or a real tree? Do we put it up on Christmas Eve or on
Halloween?" Many couples do not have fond memories of
their first Christmas together. And when I ask them, "Why is
this so important?" they say, "Because that's the way it's
supposed to be." What they really·mean is that " this is the way
we did it in my family." The Catholic Church has always said
that a person doesn't many a person but a family marries a
family. What a healthy couple does is take some traditions
from ·d1e bride's side, some from the groom's side, dump some
and add others. Alex Haley says, "Traditions are the conveyor
belts of family history." If you come from a family that didn't
have many traditions, you can develop them, because to a

child, once is a tradition. If you have ever done something in
your family that was meaningful and had one of your kids say
"We always do it that way;' pay attention. That's the clue d1at it
was a meaningful experience and that the child wants it
repeated.
IX. The Healthy Family Has a Balance of Interaction.
There are no sub-groups; no litde cliques of mom-daughte r or
father-daughter or whatever. Interestingly, the two most
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common sub-groups I found in the family are between a
mother and her mother, and between dad and d1e rest of d1e
family. Dad is a sub-group. This is especially common in
families where d1e father is a commuter and is gone when d1e
kids get up and often doesn't get home until their bedtime.
The family develops a way of life without him and he becomes
almost a weekend guest. It's a sad situation.
X. The Healthy Family Has a Shared Religious Core.
Although only about one-fifd1 of my respondents were in
religious professions, it is interesting that this was one of d1e
top traits. It is also interesting that it is not a shared denominational core. I have found many healthy interfaith families. What
makes the shared religious core important if the shared
denominational core is not? What I found is that if d1ere is not
a pattern of shared belief or a meaning to life to teach, people
tend to become hedonistic or materialistic. They fill d1at void
with goods. In a family with a void in life purpose or meaning,
they tend to identify an object that will make them happy and
bring them together. Then they wurk toward getting d1at object
and more unity is developed. When they get it, they enjoy it,
but when the novelty wears off, they identify another object
and d1e process starts all over. We hear some families say, "If
we just had a bigger house, we'd be happy." Or "If we just had
anod1er bathroom, we'd be happy: '
Recendy a mother said something incredible to me. She
said she and her husband weren't getting along very well, so
they were going to buy a camper-van. I think a camper-van is a
challenge even if you are getting along well. In talking with
her, however, I discovered that she had bought the promise of
the camper ads, where the family's smiling, happy and clean.
Is it raining? Are there bugs? Is mom ttying to wash a pan with
gravel? No, they're all fishing, there's always lots of green grass
and a nice stream nearby. Although we may think we don 't
engage in this kind of practice, we really do it a lot. " If only I
could get thin , my marriage would be better." And what about
the Geritol ad: "She looks just like she did th e day we were
married . I think I'll keep her." Who needs him, right? It's not
even healthy to be the same person you were the day you
were married.
XI. A Healthy Family Respects the Privacy of One
Another. This means more than not getting into one another's
mail. It is allowing the person to be the person he or she is. A
mother said to me, for example, "I told my daughter, 'You're
acting like a four-year-old: And she said, 'Mommy, I am four:"
Does a four-yea r-old have d1e right to act like a four-year-old?
How many parents say to their 12-year-old , "You're not going
to act like those teenagers." Do kids have a right to go through
the teenage years? Some parents say, ''Yo u're not going to play
that music." Or "You're not going to wear those fads." You
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XIII. The Healthy Family Values Table Time and Conversation. I knew it was important but I was surprised that
our respondents chose it among d1e top 15 traits. In many
families it is the only time d1ey get together during d1e whole
day. But even that is becoming difficult. Some of the things
that steal time away from the family table are sports, telephone,
television, newspaper, and part-time jobs. In some healthy
families, when kids become teenagers, they can have all of
those activities. Consequendy the family must find another
time as a substitute, maybe at the end of the day - or at
bedtime, if there is a bedtime anymore.
When my daughter came from college at Christmas for the
first time I asked her what she missed the most. And she said,
"You know what I really missed the most was when I used to
come in and throw myself down on your bed before bedtime
and tell you my whole day. I don 't have anyone to tell d1at to
in college." And I thought, so many nights, I didn't want
to hear it.

XIV. Healthy Families Share Leisure Time, But Not All
of Their Leisure Time. When I mention sharing leisure time
to families some of d1em say, "Does this mean we have to play
catch and Monopoly together?" No, in fact, the heald1ier the
family, the more I found d1at they enjoyed spending time
together without rigid conformity or all doing d1e same d1ing .
For example , when our kids were little, we used to go to the
Rocky Mountains, and jim would fish, Pat would hike, Teresa
would suntan and Dan would d1row rocks. And I would sit and
stare into space. And d1ey'd say "What are you going to do,

Mom?" And I'd say, ''I'm doing, I'm doing." I find that in a lot
of families, whether they are in the backyard or at the beach or
wherever, everybody does his or her own thing, but they enjoy
it as together time.
XV. The Healthy Family Expects, Admits to and Asks for
Help with Problems. This trait probably represents the
biggest change in a single generation. The healthier the family,
the more problems can be expected. The healthy family does
not expect perfectionism. I grew up in a family, like most
people of that time, where we had no problems, and if we did,
we were told not to tell, and, especially, "Don't tell the neighbors." My mom used to say to us, "If anybody says anything
about Uncle johnny, you tell them he shakes, he doesn't drink."
Well, Uncle Johnny did a good deal of both. Today if you have
an alcoholic in the family, the first thing yoi.t want him or her
to do is to go to Alcoholics Anonymous an'd go public and say,
"I am an alcoholic." If d1at person won't do it, you go to
AlAn on, and by the very fact that you are there, you are telling
the world, "We've got a problem ." In other words, the sooner
the family seeks help for a problem, the healthier it is. In some
families, that's a very difficult thing to admit.
Child psychologist Bruno Bettelheim tells the stoty of his
grandmother who reared 11 children in Vienna. "One of d1em
I know now was schizophrenic," Bettelheim said. "I challenged
her, being age four, precocious and not very polite, about what
she thought of d1is son of hers who acted funny? She said, and
I translate roughly, 'One out of eleven is a good batting
average: How come my eighty-four-year-old grandmother with
a sevend1 grade education knew that not everyone could be
perfect, and accepted with equanimity that one of her sons was
crazy? It didn't hurt her, upset her, or shake her confidence in
herself. Yet modern, well-educated parents who know all the
laws of statistics cannot accept this, and d1ey ruin their own
lives and d1eir child's life by completely unreasonable
expectations." How true that is.
D

Dolores Curran is the author of nine books, including fraits
of a Healthy Family, which bas won the 1984 Christopher
Award. She writes a weekly column, "Talks with Parents," which
appears in 85 Catholic newspapers throughout the countlyfn
1980, she served on the commission for the White House Conference on Families. She lives in Littleton, Colorado. This article
was taken from her talk at Santa Clara dwing the Institute on
the Family last winte1: Traits of a Healthy Family was published
in 1983 by Winston Press.
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Is Education Ready for the
Information Society?
The very essence of education - to preserve and transmit
cultures of the past and to provide the mechanism for
social change - is more relevant today than ever before.

W

Lee Mahon and Shirley McCune

T

hese are the best of times and the worst of times for educaion. There is no question that education is emerging as the
most critical and important activity in our society. The course
we take as educators during the next few years will determine if
we are equal to the challenge this presents.
Today we are experiencing a period of enormous change as
the world continues its shift from an industrial society to an
information society. Virtually every institution and norm we have
known is being restructured to be more compatible with the new
society. In business and in industry, in small shops and in big
stores, on the farms and in the seats of government, the computer determines the way we live, work and play. We shop by
computers, we bank by computers, we even purchase stock by
computers. Does this affect the way we educate our children?
You bet it does!
The form of education a nine-year-old receives today will be
obsolete in ten years. Although the traditional school will
continue to be the place where students learn the basics, the
technological developments of the information society will vastly
expand the teaching-learning process for young and old alike.
The question is, will education be ready to respond to this
opportunity?
As educators we must offer exciting, provocative and enlightening experiences for students. Whether we will be able to fulfill
this potential will depend on our ability to respond to and to
humanize technology, and to develop the kinds of social systems
that are essential for the effective use of technology. What
happens in our schools today will determine whether we will be
able to compete in the world tomorrow.
Change has become a part of our daily lives, as we digest
the moves from an agrarian to an industrial to an information or
technological society. As Alvin Toffler in his book Third Wave
commented, ''A new civilization is emerging in our lives. This
new civilization brings with it new family styles; changed ways of
working, loving, and living; a new economy; new political conflicts; and beyond this, an altered consciousness as well. Millions
are already atuning their lives to the rhythms of tomorrow."
The very essence of education - to preserve and transmit
the cultures of the past and to provide the mechanism for social
change - is more relevant today than ever before. To identifY
necessary educational change, we must begin with a thorough
understanding of society and of the knowledge and skills that
18

resources that the federal government has. But this restructuring
is also a challenge, and it is one of the reasons that universities
and colleges must become more active at the local level to help
develop that essential leadership.

individuals will need to function effectively in that society. Let's
consider three basic points that are critical for understanding
what is going on in the world today and why education is so
important.
First, the information society is an economic reality; it
actually began in the early 1960s. What is happening now is the
natural lag time that inevitably occurs in a time of great change.
Our entire social, political, institutional, and personal lifestyles
are adjusting to the information society.

The emphasis has shifted
from the district to the school,
from the superintendent
to the principal.
Second, the tremendous change we have experienced in the
economic sector of our society also must occur in education. We
are somewhat fortunate because most of us in education have
had much less trauma adjusting to change than have many of our
counterparts in the business world. Business is constantly restructuring to keep abreast of technology and to be competitive. Ar&T
is probably one of the most dramatic examples of corporate
change and restructuring. In January 1984 it underwent a divestiture of the major company into smaller, centralized units. A
similar action has been occurring in other industries in California where some firms are opening new plants rather than
expanding their facilities to employ more than 1,500 people.
Education, too, must be restructured. Not only must its
character be modified, but the role of education in society
must be reevaluated and restructured.
The third point, which is critical to understanding the whole
picture, is that restructuring will not occur because of federal
leadership. It will happen, in fact, because state and local leaders
will make it happen. Leadership at both the state and local levels,
of course, will have to change. This, too, has far-reaching implications, since some states do not have the capability for largescale planning and training, and local governments simply do not
have the research facilities, the funds, or the access to other
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ithin the past few years, futurists or visionaries, as
some prefer to be called, have focused on such
writer/ educators as Toffler, Botkins, Dede, and Naisbitt.
It is John Naisbitt, however, who has piqued the interest of
many educators. His book, Mega/rends, which is a distillation
of many years of work in developing a database, identified
emerging patterns and trends that would inevitably have an
impact on our entire economic, political; social , and educational lives. Some of these trends and their relevance to education and leadership are important to mention as issues
confronting education in an information society.
The first is clearly that our economy has been restructured
from an industrial society to an information society. This has
happened so quickly and so dramatically that it is difficult to
realize its full significance. In 1950, 55 percent of the population
made its living by working in industry Topay, that figure is about
18 percent. By contrast, approximately 26 percent of the population in 1950 worked in the information sector, in service, education, and technology fields. Today, the figure is almost 58 percent,
and is rising at a phenomenal rate.
What does this mean? It means that people earn their living
in very different ways today and even those in more traditional
jobs are having to adapt to the new technology. A good example
is the role of the secretary Although there is a shortage of secretaries everywhere, the demand usually is not for those trained in
the older methods but for those who also have had training in
computers, especially in word processing. These are skills and
training that we are slow to provide in our educational structure.
Today's highly proficient secretaries are able to assume a much
larger function and are managing activities of many more professionals as part of their restructured job responsibilities.
A second major megatrend is the shift from a cenu·alized to
a decentralized society. This transition has been occurring for
more than 20 years, although many people believe tl1at it is a
result of the present political/economic situation. An example of
this trend in education is the movement toward decentralization
and autonomy: the emphasis has moved from the disu·ict to the
individual school, and from the superintendent to the principal.
The third megatrend is the movement away from the idea of
a single culture society. Actually, we always have had tremendous
diversity in our society. It is simply that now we are recognizing
this diversity as an asset, beginning to celebrate it, and use it as a
positive force. In some cultures, people dress alike because they
believe the individual's personality will be more evident when
not hampered by differences in dress. Other cultures find dress
an expression of individuality. Multiple options. In education,
desegregation is probably most symbolic of multiple options.
The magnet schools, which were formed and developed to
implement desegregation, have, in fact, become the cornerstone
for the alternative school movement in this country today.
A fourth and perhaps the least recognized megatrend, is
the movement from a national economy to a global economy.
Summer 1984

In finance, the trend is toward centralization rather than the
decentralization that is occurring in education and in social
mores. Our oil dependency in the 1970s and other factors have
forced us to rethink our international position. In the face of
automation and robotics, we will be moving to open new
markets and to develop what we may call a worldwide
assembly line. To compete, we must increase productivity and
maintain our superiority in technology, training, and education. Higher education must take the initiative by providing
the vehicle for international education and training that will be
compatible with the global economy.
The fifth megatrend is the high touch/ high tech megatrend. Although it is somewhat more difficult to understand,
this megatrend is extremely important for educators.and one
that cannot be overemphasized. What Naisbitt points out is
that technology will be accepted only to the degree that it can
be personalized and made something that becomes real to us.
For example, for years the banks have been trying to get us to
use plastic cards instead of checks to transfer funds from one
account to another. In most instances, we find this practice
very difficult to accept because we have little to show for what
we've earned, and a check is the one tangible evidence that
indicates money came in and money went out. Transferring
cash with a plastic card is too impersonal. By contrast, consider
the citizens band (CB) radio. Consumers adapted to this
technology almost instantly. Why? Because it personalized a
rather complex communication device. We needed only to
pick up a small black box with a microphone and install it in a
car. Immediately, while traveling across the miles, we were
able to speak with other people we probably never will meet
personally, listen to ongoing conversations, and generally be a
part of an entertainment package. This little black box provides
a means of humanizing or personalizing a very dull and boring
activity, and the isolation of driving is diminished by
communication.

S

oon we will be getting up in the morning, turning on
our home computers, and ordering food, clothes, furniture, and other products via the computer through a
catalog printout. The items will then be routed from the catalog order, to the warehouse, to the department store, to the
consumer. At the same time, the costs will be deducted from a
personal account and credited to the seller's account. In this
impersonal process, we will never see a coin or a bill pass
from one person to another.
Let's look at the computer in terms of education.
Computer assisted instruction has been around for years. We
all know about Control Data and the massive software systems
that they have developed. But their systems didn't really catch
on until the birth of the arcades and computer games. It was
the arcade phenomenon that eventually made the computer a
personal item for the home. The introduction of personal
computers is providing us with the resources to do tasks at
home that we have been doing for years, but now we will do
them with a machine. The home computer is revolutionizing
our lives. The recurrent question today is "What kind of a
computer do you own?" And in fact, if we happen not to
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Jerr.y Brown

Computers will make grades
insignificant. How do you grade a
child who has had instruction on a
home unit?
already own a computer, we make sure that everyone knows
we are getting one or have one at the office; otherwise, we are
left out of the conversation.
In education, the personal computer will begin to make
grades insignificant. How do we grade children when they've
been exposed to home instruction through a computer? When
desk· top computers are enabling students to work at their own
speeds and on different subjects at the same time? As a result,
school curricula must change and become more responsive to
what students are capable of doing. Chronological age will no
longer be relevant to grades and ability. True high tech.
But what about the humanizing factor? A good example of
the need for humanization is from the popular movie "ET." As
ET was dying, and, in fact, already dead, modern technology
could do nothing to save his life. What revived him was a little
boy leaning over saying, "I love you, ET." The personal touch.
Technology was not enough! It took a small boy saying what
we all yearn to experience most in this society: love. In our
fast·paced society, love has become increasingly difficult to
find and to actualize. Thus we have a paradox and a challenge.
While we are striving for much higher issues in education in
terms of the cognitive, we also are going to have to work at
increasing and supplementing more effective skills.

A

though there are many other megatrends, the ten identified in Naisbitt's book are those that have the greatest
meaning in education today. Others include the
movement from a managerial society to an entrepreneurial
society and from a machismo society to an androgynous
society. From the latter we have learned that females can be
assertive and can function in almost every available job; and
we have learned that males can be tender and nurturing and
can express feelings as they strive to achieve and accomplish.
We are moving from the left brain to the right brain, from
hierarchies to networks, from top-down to bottom-up, and
from a single family orientation to multiple family orientations.
Information is the most important product in an information society. Endless possibilities are available to those who
have the technology to tap into this information. (The transforming resource is conceptual space or knowledge - the
ability to use knowledge or information and apply it.) The sad
part is that we often get caught up in a reactive mode instead
of trying to anticipate the future and become more proactive.
In higher education, we do an excellent job of giving information, but are somewhat less effective in helping people apply it.
In an information society, we must look at growth and
productivity in light of what people '(;ill want and need six
months from now, two years from now, and even ten years
from now. If business is constantly asking, "What business are
we in and where should we be moving?" then education must
begin to ask the same questions. We are going to have to look
carefully, and to understand realistically, that we are not in the
business of running schools, but rather in the business of
developing human resources.
This new world is going to be in the minds of people.
The frontier is truly within each of us as a human being;
computers are an extension of that frontier. The goals of
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What's He Up to Now?

A visit with California's former governor explores his
early connection with Santa Clara and his current agenda.
education need to be restructured. We can no longer continue
to add on programs; we must rethink and restructure them. In
the industrial society, our concern was basic skills; in the
information society, our concern must be higher order skills.
The industrial society goals of initial academic preparation, a
unicultural outlook and language conformity must change to
higher level academic excellence, which is multicultural and
multilingual. In curriculum areas throughout the industrial
society, we have had very general and diversified curricula. In
the information society, the emphasis will be on science,
mathematics, and computer literacy. Whereas the industrial
society emphasized the single-career professional, distinct and
specialized vocational programs, and one-career preparation,
the information society will demand multiple-career preparation, overlapping vocational and educational programs, and
ongoing career development. Finally, in terms of affective
goals, we must incorporate high touch. Schools are going to
have to become warm fuzzies instead of cold sterile environments. People are not going to come in and be involved
unless they can have some of their affective as well as their
cognitive needs met.
Change can be exciting as well as a threat, and part of our
job as educators is to help people deal with change and cope
with it. We need to develop leadership skills and we must
learn networking skills. Good leaders are leaders who listen
and respond to others so that they can build on another's ideas
and share meaningful solutions. Good leaders are data- and
future-oriented. They continue to build strategic visions of
where we are going; they empower others; they learn how to
network and help others so that we can all deal and cope with
our lives. Good leaders provide hope and satisfaction.
Yes, this is a time of great challenge and opportunity for
educators. We must seek to change the community's
perception of our capabilities, we must gain new skills individually, and we must be on the cutting edge of what the
change in society is all about. We have the sophistication, the
skills, the knowledge, and most of all, we have the humanism
to make it work.
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hen Jerry Brown was running for governor of Caliornia in the early 1970s, he spoke at a racially mixed
g thering in San jose one evening and , after surveying
the scene, remarked: " I have probably picked more grapes for
less money than anyone else in d1is room ."
He was referring, of course, to the four years he spent as a
Jesuit seminarian at the Sacred Heart Novitiate in Los Gatos. In
those days, all of d1e seminarians living there labored, at the
appropriate time, in d1e hillside vineyards that belong to the
jesuits' Novitiate Winery.
Brown had begun his studies there as a novice in the
summer of 1956. He had decided to join the jesuit Society
during the preceding year, while he was a freshman at Santa
Summer 1984

Clara. The one year he spent at Santa Clara, Brown recalls,
"was a very good year, with many memories."
He lived on the third floor of Kenna Hall, which at that
time was still partly a dormitory. His dorm counselors were
Frank Schober* and Marc Poche.* Don Eaton* lived just down
the hall, and Frank Damrell was his roommate. Both Brown
and Damrell entered the Society of]esus that summer; years
*During bis tenure as govern01; Brown appointed Schober to
bead tbe California National Guard and named Pocbe to bis
staff as bis liaison witb tbe legislature. Eaton is a regent at
SCU and is president of Advanced Power Structures Inc. in
Boise, Idabo.
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brushes by these recollections quickly He is a "now" person,
· totally captured by today. He likes to talk about what he's
doing- now.
And what is that? For the past year, Brown has been chairing two organizations he helped put together: the Institute for
National Strategy, which is basically a think tank aimed at
restructuring American policy, both at home and abroad; and
the National Commission on Industrial Innovation, a bi-partisan
group of leaders from education, high technology, government
and labor, working together to develop a competitive strategy
for the countty based oo high technology, training and education. Both organizations operate out of the Sixd1 Street offices.
Most of Brown's time is consumed by the agendas of
these vety active groups. "I see a need to encourage d1e
development of a more enlightened form of politics, both
domestically and internationally, and to enable society to adapt
to changes brought about by technology and to changes in d1e
world balance of power;' he says. "That's why I'm interested in
relations in Central America, with the Soviet bloc countries and
China, and, domestically, with the protection of the environment and the encouragement of technological innovations.
Those are d1e main themes that govern my participation in
public affairs:'
Does he think his work with these groups is as effective
as holding a political office? "I think mey really are two sides

"I wanted to go away
to school ... to a
Catholic school, and
Santa Clara seemed
to fill the bill."
-Jerry Brown
In 1955, as a freshman.

later they wound up together again as graduates of the Yale law
school.
Picking Santa Clara as his college was his own idea,
Brown says, in reply to a question about how he happened to
come to the university He had gone to St. Ignatius High
School (now S.I. Preparat01y) in San Francisco, which is where
his family lived. Although many of his S.I. classmates enrolled
at Santa Clara that year, Brown remembers not being influenced by them nor by his family "I wanted to go away to
school. I wanted tb go to a Catholic school. And Santa Clara
seemed to fill the bill;' he says. "I can't reconstruct my thinking any further than that." And then, with a glint of whimsy, he
adds: "Oh, I remember the catalog. It had a red cover. It
seemed more ... [snaps his fingers quickly] ... It seemed less
dull than d1e USF catalog." This makes him grin. "And I liked
the school colors -red and white. Logos. Vety important
to symbolism.
This conversation with California's ex-governor was taking
place in his corner office in a downtown Los Angeles office
building on West Sixth Street. The interview for Santa Clara
/Vfagazine was arranged by Brown 's longtime friend and
former English teacher, Father William B. Perkins, S.). The two
have kept in touch since Perkins coached Brown in debate at
St. Ignatius, more than 30 years ago.
Brown 's office has none of d1e fine appointments or
furnishings one might expect to find in the office of a former
state governor. There is no plush sofa or coffee table; no
visible memorabilia from his eight years in Sacramento as
head of the nation's largest state. The room is spartan: the
large desk is wooden, but inexpensive, and there are d1ree or
four unmatched chairs placed around d1e room. The desktop
is clear, except for an Apple computer and Brown 's wristwatch ,
positioned at his left, face up. The only wall decorations are
several framed photographs of the first U.S. space launch,
which Brown observed in person.

Jerry Brown is a "now" person
- totally captured by today.
Brown's appearance is as unpretentious as his office
decor. This day he has on a lightweight tan suit (the jacket is
on a hanger on the back of the door), white shirt and conservative tie. He wears no jewelry. He is still slender, although
he grumbles a little about gaining weight and having to watch
his diet.
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Brown at Santa Clara Commencement in 1975

Since he's been on "sabbatical leave;' as he has described
his life now, he rarely accepts personal interviews. He prefers
to talk with reporters in pre-arranged telephone conversations.
But he has agreed to d1is session because of Perkin's persuasion , and he is cordial. He banters with Perkins at first about a
book they bod1 found challenging to read [Gregory Bateson 's
Steps to an Ecology of Mind] . "But if you read a book that
doesn't make you think, you're just wasting your time;' Brown
chides the jesuit. "New information means there 's something
new being added to the gray matter. If it flows right in , you're
just daydreaming. It's like reading a newspaper." He pauses for
a second or two, as Perkins chuckles, and d1en adds: "That's
one way of thinking about it. You 're not struggling."
The interview begins and Brown responds to each
question , thoughtfully and deliberately As the session
progresses there is a growing av.J:Ireness of a genuine concern
for people and of his sensitivity. The only time he seems
slightly annoyed is when a question touches on his personal
life. " I'd rather not get into that," he says.
For jerry Brown is still a very private person , and his
personal life is not a topic for discussion in any interview.
Nor, for that matter, are most subjects that deal with things
that have happened in the past. Although his mem01y is sharp
and many of the experiences are interesting, even exciting, he
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of d1e same coin;' Brown says slowly. "Political figures reflect
ideas and currents that exist during their term of office. If you
want to affect th e political outcome of d1ings, you can do it
through ideas, through organizations, or though a national
office, like governor or senator. It just depends on where you
have the opportunity to make your contribution."
For Brown , that opportunity, at least at this time, is with
the institute and the commission.
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"I want to affect positive
change in this country. I can
do that. That's what I like
-Jerry Brown
to do."
One of d1e projects that his commission is working on
that especially interests him would put computers into all
American schools.
"The computer is the pencil of the 1980s;' Brown says. "It
extends the mind just as other machines extend the muscles."
Its integration into the An1erican school system is vital,
Brown says.
To help achieve d1at goal, the commission is bringing
together various researchers, teachers and computer scientists
to document what is known about computer learning. "Based
on that evidence," Brown explains, "we will draw up a national
agenda for computers in d1e schools." Brown believes that
when computers are part of d1e educational function, and it is
beginning to happen slowly already, he points out, it not only
will improve d1e students' learning process but will enhance
the basic skills as well. "It's a natural development," he
comments .
"But we also will need a continuing effort to raise d1e
skill levels of both students and adults. We need a lifelong
learning program in languages, mathematics and sciences.
Other countries, especially those in the Far East, are developing new technology and educating d1eir people in its use."
"The way to respond to d1at," Brown contends, "is not by
protective barriers but by greater excellence in our
manufacturing, our training, and our education , so d1at those
things we do can meet any market test of our competitors."
As a parting question, Brown was asked if he sees a
parallel in his decision to enter the seminaty to become a
pri est and his decision to enter politics, because of d1e ideal of
service in both'
"I suppose d1ey are related;' he replies. "They are strong
commitments that demand a lot. They bod1 require a giving of
one's mind, energy and spirit. I think d1ey probably are
parallel in that sense."
But entering politics was more of a natural evolution for
him, Brown says. "Because of what my father did, and the
access I had to political experience in my early life , I think it
was something d1at I got into naturally I didn't know that
initially, though . It wasn't until I had graduated from law
school and had worked as a lawyer for a couple of years that I
actually became interested in running for public office."
About his present course, however, Brown is very clear: "I
want to affect positive change in d1is country. I can do d1at.
That's what I like to do. We 're going to need some new directions, given the rapid and profound changes that are developing. We are going to require a more effective national strategy
than we presently enjoy."
And, as he said earlier, a person can do that through ideas,
through organizations, or by holding a national office. It just
depends on where d1e opportunities lie. - Peg Major
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The emergence of modern Catholic
biblical studies is not the result of
underground scholarship behind closed
doors. It is the result of a change of
attitude at the top.

The Catholic and the Bible
Francis Smith, 5.].

he vitality of evangelical Christianity in America intrigues
me. As a Catholic priest I find myself a little envious at
mes. I have known numerous young people whose lives
have been drastically changed because of it. I can play the psychologist and tell myself that at times of "overload" in a young
person's life any clear and simplified "meaning of life" message,
especially if it is presented authoritatively and reinforced by
group pressure, has a chance. But I don't really think that is the
source of evangelical Christianity's strength.
When I talk to evangelicals, I recognize that at the heart of
their commitment is the same thing that is at the heart of mine the figure of the biblical Christ. It is the perennial power of the
Bible to mediate the presence of Christ that is at the center of
evangelical Christianity's vitality.
Yet I must confess to a certain uneasiness in the presence of
the "born again" Christian. Because it is only a matter of time
before I am found out. There is, of course, the fact that I am a
Catholic priest, but that can be only part of the problem because
often that has been obvious from the beginning. The real
problem is the Bible itself. To an evangelist I appear to speak of
the Bible as God's Word but not really believe it.
It's bad enough finding oneself rejected by people one
regards as men and women of good will and genuine Christians,
fundamentally what one would like to be known as, too. But it's
even harder when one's co-religionists, one's fellow Catholics,
impugn one's faith. After a public lecture a couple of years ago, a
member of the audience, obviously a Catholic, confided to a
colleague of mine that I appeared to be an atheist. What was the
problem? Again, it was the way I approached the Bible.
Being a· somewhat diffident person, I cannot claim I am
unaffected by these experiences. It matters very much to me to
be and to be known as a Roman Catholic. So periodically I
examine my conscience. Have I taken a false step somewhere
along the line? Have I stopped "thinking with the church" here,
as Ignatius of Loyola would have it? I think not. But that Catholics
should be in a different place on this question is not surprising.
Because in this lifetime of many of us the Catholic Church itself
has been in different places on this question.
The issue, the one that divides some Catholics from others
(and many mainline Protestant denominations from evangelical
Christians), is the issue of fundamentalism . Fundamentalism is
understood here in a narrow sense. It is not the fundamentalism
of an Ayatollah Khomeini, the effort to roll back a culture
becoming secularized to its previous theocratic form on the basis
of the teaching of a sacred book and a sacred class. Rather it is
the fundamentalism that sees a sacred book itself as a pure
revelation of God, as quite literally unaffected by its origin and
transmission through human beings. This fundamentalism is a
relatively recent phenomenon.
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It is anachronistic to say Martin Luther was a fundamentalist
because he took the Jonah story to be historically true (although
he was not unaware of difficulties because he said he would
regard this story as a deceitful fable and refuse to believe it were
it not for the fact that it was in sacred Scripture). But one might
use the term of those responsible for the condemnation of
Galileo. Fundamentalism only really emerges with the rise of
modern science and history. For it is only when the questions
raised by science and history clearly emerge that the Bible is
interrogated from a scientific or genuinely historical point of
view. Galileo pointed out to his accusers that they misunderstood
the real import of Genesis-that it served to reveal religious,
saving truth, not cosmology. Galileo was proved right, but it took
the Catholic Church a long time and much pain before it agreed
with him. For like the modern fundamentalist, the Roman
authorities were determined to make the Bible speak on subjects
that we now recognize are not its concern.

J

ames Barr, whose book Fundamentalism is a standard, has
pointed out that while "Fundamentalism is a tradition of
Protestant Christianity," it has a definite "rationalism" about
It, something not at all native to Protestantism which, at least
relative to Catholicism, minimizes the power of reason to relate
man to God. Catholic Christianity anticipated fundamentalism in
its desire to minimize tl1e "folly" of belief and make Christianity
reasonable. There is a place for this, but it need not have
extended to forcing the Bible to anticipate modern science or
write history in the modern mode. But that is the direction
Church leadership took. Beginning with the condemnation of the
priest Richard Simon in the 17th century (who dared to adopt the
position of the philosopher Spinoza tl1at the traditional position
that Moses wrote me Pentateuch could be true in only the most
extended sense) until our own century, the application of
"critical-historical method" to Scripture was resolutely resisted by
Church leaders. The height of reaction to this approach and a
surprising reversal and embrace of it have both occurred in me
20m century.
"Historical-critkal method" is a catch-all. It embraces a
number of approaches, all of which seek to determine me Sitz-im
Leben, the situation-in-life, or, in short, the historical context in
which a text had its origin. The goal of mese procedures is to
find out what the originator, whether one or several individuals
or a whole community, meant to say. It is "critical" in mat it does
not begin from a traditional understanding of me meaning of a
text but seeks to determine me meaning the authors intended by
employing scientific tools such as linguistics, archeology and
ethnology. An attempt is made to reconstruct me historical
context in which me text originated, its sources (source
criticism), the role of editors (redaction criticism) , what really
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happened (historical criticism proper), the theology of the text
(theological criticism), and so on. Central to the task is the
identification of the literary form or genre of the text. Historicalcritical method sees the judgment about the type of literature as
the key to an understanding of its meaning.
It was only toward the end of me 19th century that a number
of Catholic scholars began to ask the complex questions
(concerning literary genre, editorship, nature of sources,
theological point of view, and so on) that constitute the historicalcritical approach to Scripture. They had been encouraged to do
so by the positive attitude of the learned Leo XIII (1878-1903)
toward scholarship. But even Leo was worried by the direction
things began to take and tried to slow it down in his encyclical
Providentissimus Deus (1893) . Under Pius X (1903-1914), whose
concerns were largely pastoral, and because of what now appear
to be clear excesses that went beyond what the method itself
justified, the reaction intensified. While me decree of the Holy
Office Larnentabili (1907) and the encyclical Pascendi (1907)
concerned more man the historical-critical approach to Scripture,
they did, together with subsequent decrees of me newly erecte~
Pontifical Biblical Commission, establish an official position vis-avis Scripture that can only be called fundamentalist. These
decrees are the reason an older generation of Catholics, including
priests, find much that is mreatening in modern biblical studies.
But the subsequent emergence of modern Catholic biblical
studies is not the result of underground scholarship behind
closed doors. It is the result of a change in attitude at the top.

I

n 1943 Pius XII issued what has been called me Magna Carta
of Catholic biblical studies, the encyclical Divino Ajjlante
Spiritu. It exhorted the biblical scholar to "try with me
utmost care, and without neglecting any data provided by recent
research, to establish me manner of expression and situation of
life of me biblical writer, in what period he lived, what oral and
written sources he used, and what literary mode he adopted. In
this way (the biblical scholar) will more adequately recognize
who me biblical writer was and what his intention might have
been. No one should forget that the most important rule for the
exegete is to determine precisely what me writer intended to say."
Twenty years later, Vatican II, in its Dogmatic Constitution on
Divine Revelation adopted mese recommendations, again stressing that those who uy to explain Scripture must be aware of the
literary genre. It accepted as self-evident that the Bible contains
not only historical or prophetic texts but "poetic" writings and
that mere fore the divine truth can appear in any of me literary
forms known to man.
It was the recognition mat the Bible contains not just one or
two types of literature but potentially any type (including at least
one, the gospel, not seen outside of the Bible) that constituted
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Catholicism as non-fundamentalist. When a person switches from
asking "Can a man really survive three days in the belly of a large
fish?" to asking "What is the literary genre of the book of]onah
and if it is 'didactic fiction' what does it tell us about God?" one
is no longer fundamentalist.
The introduction of me historical-critical approach into
Catholic biblical studies has done more to influence Catholicism
today than any other purely intellectual factor. It played a key role
in the emergence of the post World War II continental meology
that was so influential at Vatican II. It has contributed significantly
to the general "turn to historical consciousness" among Catholics,
that sensitivity to the historical conditioning of all human
expressions, including an inspired Scripture and the ecclesial
expression of divine revelation mat Catholics call "dogma."
Perhaps its most important contribution has been its recovery of
a scholarly picture of the pre- Easter Jesus. Catholics have a
tendency to the heresy called docetism (from me Greek dokein,
to appear), that is, to regarding Jesus as merely appearing to be
human. The richness of the picture of me "earthly" Jesus, that in
a real sense he too was "working it out," holds a treasure for a
renewed spirituality that has yet to be tapped.

B

ut we could be too sanguine. The turn of Catholicism to a
critical approach to Scripture is not without its difficulties.
After all, would millions of people be Fundamentalists if
they did not think that was necessary to preserve their union with
God? Would Catholicism have resisted the historical-critical
method so vigorously if it did not perceive the same mreat? It is
not merely because the critical approach to me Bible initially was
employed by scholars hostile to traditional Christian faith. Even
the scholarship of exegetes who are well wimin me mainline
Christian communities and who consider themselves in continuity wim the substance of Christian faith as it has always been
known, seem to reach conclusions that startle traditional faitl1.
Recently one of them, German New Testament scholar Joseph
Blank, a Catholic, said that "the official Roman meology ha5
gravely underestimated born me premises and the consequences
of historical-critical methodology."
Perhaps the most disturbing of these conclusions so far
concerns me formation of the four Gospels. Until 1964, the
Catholic Church resisted me claim of some Protestant scholars,
employing a technique of the historical-critical method called
"form criticism," that the Gospels show that the accounts of what
Jesus said and did were transmitted by word of mourn in the
primitive Christian community. This was a worrisome proposal,
not only because it conflicted wim me traditional position mat
the Gospels were closely connected wim eyewitnesses or
companions of eyewitnesses, but because it meant the materials
of me Gospels were transmitted by a method that seems no tori-
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True literary criticism of
the Bible is now making its
way into theology and it
could have much-to say.

ously unreliable, at least to moderns. In 1964 in a document
entitled Sancta Mater Ecclesia, or as it is more commonly known,
"Instruction on the Historical Truth of the Gospels," the Pontifical
Biblical Commission substantially adopted this view of the
formation of the Gospels (and the position was incorporated a
year later in the Apostolic Constitution Dei Verbum of Vatican II).
The significance of the adoption of this position is that in the
formation of the gospel traditions the community plays not
merely a preservative but a creative role. The Gospels become
not merely a record of what Jesus said and did but an interpretation of the meaning of what he said and did. The Gospels are not
merely history but combine, in a fascinating way, history and
theology. Two questions that we as moderns have learned to
distinguish, "What happened?" and ''What is the significance of
what happened?" are answered as one question in the Gospels.
The biblical scholar tries to pull the two answers apart.

W

here does the introduction of historical-critical
method into Catholicism leave the average Catholic?
Envying the fundamentalist? In some cases it means
not only envying but joining, for fundamentalist Christian
communities offer the same sort of authoritarian, black-andwhite positions (and demand strict adherence to them) that
was a principal attraction of pre-Vatican II Catholicism.
But to be a fundamentalist is to be in a very vulnerable
position. Two experiences can shatter a fundamentalist:
(1) talking to another fundamentalist-for to read is necessarily
to interpret and to interpret is to open up the possibility of
disagreement. And fundamentalists do disagree. The meaning of
Scripture is not immediately obvious. (2) Reading the Bible with
an eye to its complexity. A close reading can be devastating to a
rigidly literalist position. The authors of the various books of the
Bible did not submit their manuscripts to a central committee for
harmonization. There are divergences in fact, theology and
norms. And so, while I have no doubt that proximity to God has
little to do with theological sophistication, fundamentalism seems
to me to be a relatively vulnerable way of being a Christian and
tends to want to replace faith with a forced certitude, which
focuses on the question of fact rather than the question
of meaning.
But I also realize that most people cannot afford the luxury
of passing through "the fires of historical-critical method" (as
one Protestant scholar put it) and arriving at what has been called
by the philosopher Paul Ricoeur "second naivete." Judging from
the number of books being written today in Christo logy with at
least one eye on modern biblical studies, apparently many people
are attempting just that. For those interested in the question and
ready for work, I recommend jesus the Christ by Walter Kasper.
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Those who have understood
Scripture best through the
ages read it in a praying mode.

0

n a more popular level are A Cbristological Catecbism
by Joseph Fitzmyer, S.]., or Wbat are tbey Saying about
jesus? by Gerald O'Collins, SJ. There are innumerable
others. But there is another approach-and not merely for those
who cannot take the first. Indeed those who take the first must
eventually return to the approach I will outline if they wish to let
the Bible really speak The fact is that to take the Bible on its own
terms one must go beyond a purely scientific approach.
A review of the present situation in theology should shed
some light because the situation of the average Catholic today,
vis-a-vis the historical-critical approach to Scripture is parallel to
that of a trained theologian. Theology, too, is struggling with our
question. Misgivings about the historical-critical method, now from
within the theological community itself, come from two directions: First, there are those who wish to employ other methods to
determine the meaning of a text; Second, there are those who
find the historical-critical method "imperialistic," at least when it
presumes to present itself as a fully theological method.
Maybe because of its success, the dominant approach to
Scripture today has engendered some rivals. OversimplifYing
somewhat, one can speak of three types of methods: ( 1) Those
who regard a text as still belonging to its author; (2) Those who
regard a text as essentially independent of its author; and (3)
Those who regard the text as belonging to the reader. The ·
historical-critical method is itself a prime example of the first
approach. Its whole goal is to get into the mind of the author
through the text he has produced, and it does this by reconstructing the historical situation of the author.

R

ecently this approach has come under attack from literary
criticism, by interpreters using psychoanalytic tools, by
Marxist criticism and by the theory of interpretation
known as structuralism. As diverse as all these approaches are,
they agree in their tendency to see the meaning of a text as
something independent of the author. The author is merely
someone through whom structures-psychological, artistic, linguistic, even economic - have spoken. The text is seen to have a
life of its own, sometimes (in the case of psychoanalytic and
Marxist interpretation) even a meaning hidden from its author
and determined by unconscious factors.
The most promising of these approaches appears to be
genuine literary criticism, which focuses on the text as we have it,
rather than how it came to be. The literary critic's charge against
the historical critic is: You tell us what is before the text and
ou !side the text and neglect the one thing we are certain ofthe text itself
True literary criticism of the Bible is only now making its
way into theology and it could have much to say. It maintains that
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a text is a self-contained reality, that when the author writes, he
creates something that has a life of its own. The contrast is drawn
between the written and the spoken word. In speaking there is
only the speaker and the listener, an immediate exchange between
two or more persons present to one another. ln writing there are
author, text, reader. It is possible the text does not say what the
author intended. He cannot "take it back," control it or amend it,
the way a speaker can. It has assumed its own existence.
Yet just as literary criticism sees historical criticism's letting
the author "hold onto" the text as a flaw, so the "readerresponse" approach believes that literary criticism does not
sufficiently take into account the subjectivity of the reader. It sees
a written text like a painting or a piece of music. While the
"reader-response" school acknowledges that the reader cannot
see just anything in the text, that the text "permits" certain
meanings and "resists" others, nevertheless, the text, especially a
religious one, is made truly significant by what the reader brings
to it, by how the reader lets the text be revelatory for him.

B

eyond the challenge to the historical-critical method from
other methods of interpretation, is a challenge from
within theology. Is the historical-critical method adequate
as a fully tbeological approach? For many, even many who use it,
the major flaw of the method is thill it fails to come to grips with
the real issue it is trying to come to grips with - the type of
literature the Bible is. The charge is: Biblical texts are the product
of faith, written from faith for faith. How, then, is it possible to
comprehend these texts using a purely rational, scientific method?
The answer is, of course, that it is not possible. But it is
equally untrue to say that historical-critical method has failed in
its central task It knows very well that the Bible is the expression
of believing individuals living in believing communities. It is
precisely historical-critical method that has established this. But
by that very fact it has established its own limits. For that which is
an expression of faith can only truly be understood by one who
shares that faith. Or, as John H. Wright, S.]. , Hanley Professor at
Santa Clara in 1979-80, put it:
If the Bible is regarded as the faith expression of a
community, it is not enough to use the tools of
historical-critical research in order to use the Bible
in theology; for the most basic view of theology is
that it is "faith seeking understanding." Hence new
scientific methods for researching the text of Scripture will not by themselves determine how Scripture
is to function in a discipline whose primary concern
is to seek understanding of faith . It is clear that the
historical-critical method is indispensably necessary,
but it is not sufficient.
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hen a believer opens the Bible, he is, willy-nilly, a
heologian. His faith is seeking understanding of the
deepest, most existential kind. If this is true, then it is
clear that whatever methods one may employ, none can finally
dispense with the method used by those who have understood
Scripture best through the ages. It is to read Scripture in a praying
mode, it is to pray Scripture. It is to take Scripture on its own
terms, as a message of faith, written by believers for believers,
written not to present mere information but to encourage, to
strengthen, to move. It is to let the Bible, written out of faith
experience, create faith experience in the reader. But dbes not
Scripture communicate a record of events? The contemporaty
biblical scholar answers with an emphatic, "Yes, but after its own
fashion." The question about events, fact, the question "What hap·
pened?" was neither the sole nor even the primaty question that
concerned the biblical writers. They wrote out of an experience
of God acting in events, and they wanted to share that experience
and make its significance known in a way that would move the
human heart. How does one plug into this? Only by the same
fundamental stance as the original community- a faith stance.
If, like the farmer who thinks he must know some meteorology and the business man who must know some economics, the
believer feels the need to inform his faith, "critical" approaches
may become necessary. They can enrich but cannot replace the
approach called faith.

Father Francis Smith, SJ., is an assistant professor in the

religious studies department and teac!Jes botb undergraduates
and graduate students. A 1956graduate of Santa Clara, be came
to Santa Clara in 1974, and served as rector of tbejesuit Community from 1977 to 1982. His doctorate in sacred theology is
from tbe Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome.
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"There's definitely a renewed interest
in Latin, not only at Santa Clara ...
but also back East, where the demand
is especially strong. n

Santa Clara Ne-w-s

- Helen Moritz, chair of classics.

year he was named vice president of
business and finance .
Formerly, he served as director of
business affairs for the River Trails School
District, a seven-school elementaty
district in Mt. Prospect, Ill., from 1974
to 1977.
Earlier, Beaudoin was director of
financial planning for the First Health
Care Corporation, a Chicago-based subsidiaty of CNA Financial Corporation. He
was in charge of corporate financial
planning and other budgetaty duties in
connection with management of First

(L-R)james Felt, S.J., Victor Varl, and Chat·les Louie.

Three faculty members receive
President's award for 1984
Members of the President's Club
gathered for an annual spring banquet
on the campus on April 28, hosted by the
university president, Father William
Rewak, Sj.
More than 350 ·people were present for
the candlelight dinner in the newly
renovated main dining room in Benson
Center.
The President's Club (PC) has a current roster of 800 members throughout
the country, each a contributor of $1,000
or more a year, according to national PC
Chairman Bart Lally.
A highlight of the evening was the
presentation of the President's Distinguished Faculty Award for 1984 to James
W. Felt, Sj., associate professor of
philosophy; Charles F. Louie, professor
and chair of accounting; and Victor B.
Vari, professor of modern languages and
holder of the Harold and Edythe Toso
Chair in Arts and Sciences.
Initiated by Rewak in 1978, the award
recognizes superior teaching, publication
and special service to the university and
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the community. It carries with it a $1,000
prize from the President's Discretionaty
Fund, which was established for Rewak
by the President's Club.
The evening festivities concluded with
dancing to the music of the Chuck Travis
Orchestra.

DePaul officer
picked as new VP
Ralph H. Beaudoin has been appointed
vice president for business and finance at
the university, effective on July 1.
He replaces Jose A. Debasa, who
resigned last July to become a general
partner with Westland Investments.
Beaudoin, 45, a mechanical engineer
who also has an MBA degree, comes to
Santa Clara from DePaul University in
Chicago. He joined DePaul as university
controller in 1977 and in 1981 assumed
responsibility for the treasury of the
private 12,000-student campus. That same

Ralph Beaudoin.

Health Care's nationwide chain of
nursing homes.
From 1968 to 1973, he was a financial
analyst with IBM Corporation in
Burlington, Vt.
Beaudoin's degrees are from the University of New Hampshire. From 1964 to
1967 he was a design engineer with
Johns-Manville Products Corporation in
Nashua, N.H.
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Foreign sites
for law programs

Law students from A.B.A.-accredited
law schools and practicing attorneys are
eligible to register for summer programs
in the university's Institute of International and Comparative Law Programs
held in Oxford, Strasbourg, Tokyo
and Hong Kong.
"These programs offer an experience
that cannot be duplicated by study in a
U.S. law school;' says Law Dean George
]. Alexander.
The Oxford program, for example, is
taught exclusively in the Oxford tutorial
method by the Oxford faculty. No other
law program uses only Oxford professors
in its faculty ; nor does any other summer
law program use the tutorial method.
The Strasbourg program focuses on
international human rights and draws its
faculty from scholars and diplomats who
meet each summer in Strasbourg home of the European Court, the Commission of Human Rights and the European Parliament.
The Hong Kong, Tokyo and Strasbourg
programs also offer internships. Strasbourg students, for example, may work
on a case in the European Court of
Human Rights. Students in Hong Kong
and Tokyo can intern with international
law firms or in legal departments of
international trade firms.
For more information, please call
( 408) 984-4162 or ( 408) 984-4361.
D
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Latin staging a comeback on the campus
"E Pluribus Unum;· the familiar phrase
on the back of every 25-cent piece, is
about as close as most folks ever get to
Latin.
But that may be changing, because
student sign ups for elementary Latin I
have doubled in the last few years, says
Dr. Helen Moritz, chair of the classics
department.
"In fall1977, only 12 students signed
up for Latin I," she says. "But more
recently we've had 28 to 30 enroll each
fall. Our high point came about three
years ago when 40 signed up .
"There's definitely a renewed interest
in Latin, not only at Santa Clara and
many other schools in the Bay Area, but
also back East where demand is
especially strong."
In the Bay Area, this trend was first
noted in an April 1982 postcard survey
of 301 high schools and colleges by
Richard Trapp, treasurer of the California
Classical Association-Nord1ern Section.

Latin strengthens
language skills;
builds vocabulary
Results showed 45 schools offering
Latin, with 70 schools including other
classics courses as well.
The 104 schools that responded to
Trapp's survey reported a total of 2,498
students enrolled in Latin-language
courses ranging from elementary
through fourth-level advanced.
Says Moritz, "This definitely represents
an increase over the last five years."
Why are students suddenly interested
in Latin?
In her own recent survey at SCU,
Moritz found many students had
enrolled for very pragmatic reasons,
among them: "It's an excellent way to
build vocabulary, and strengthen one's

grasp of language structure," she said.
"Others say they're taking it to develop
analytical skills, or to prepare for a
particular career such as medical
illustration."
Although Latin no longer is a prerequisite for medical or law students,
Moritz says many students headed for
these professions take Latin to enhance
their understanding of terminology still
used in both fields .
"Any student of a modern Romance
Language - Spanish, French, Italian,
Portuguese or Rumanian - will find the
coursework greatly simplified if Latin has
been taken beforehand;' says Moritz.
Latin's popularity seemed to reach its
nadir in the 1950s and 1960s as the
United States and Soviet Union entered
the space race, and high-technology
took a front-row seat as the educational
area of most "relevance;· she speculates.
"During the '50s and '60s;' adds
Moritz, "Latin, unfortunately, didn't
appear relevant when compared with
the pressing social problems of the day."
Other humanities courses suffered as
well, but now Moritz sees a healthy
comeback as more students come to
understand their importance as part of
the social framework.
Moritz, who joined Santa Clara in 1977
after taking her Ph.D. in classical
languages and literatures at the University of Chicago, adds: "Most classics
teachers, of course, hope their Latinlanguage students will go on to read and
appreciate works such as Vergil's Aeneid,
Cicero's Orations or the poetry of
Catullus:'
That day may not be far off, since
Santa Clara's Latin courses already have
captured the attention of students
whose majors include Business, Physics,
Psychology, History and English, as well
as Classics. - John McLain
D
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Bannan challenge spurs
•
•
•
engtneertng
campatgn
Santa Clara alumnus and longtime
university benefactor, Thomas). Bannan
of Indian Wells, has made a major challenge grant of $2,500,000 toward d1e $8.9
million expansion and renovation of
Sullivan Engineering Center.
To meet this challenge, Santa Clara
must raise an additional $2.5 million in
gifts and pledges for engineering facilities before December 31, 1985.
Commenting on this challenge, Father
William Rewak, S.]. , said it provides a
tremendous incentive to the Campaign
for the Engineering Center.
A 1923 graduate of Santa Clara's School
of Engineering, Thomas Bannan was
actively involved in a number of companies, which included serving as president and chairman of Western Gear Corp.
In announcing his pledge, one of d1e
largest individual gifts in d1e university's

history, Bannan noted the positive impact
that his education at Santa Clara had
upon his career. He gave special credit to
the influence of George Sullivan, then
dean of engineering, as a role model and
mentor for his later success.
Mr. Bannan cited two factors contributing to his decision to make a large gift at
this time. He wanted first of all, he said,
to express his gratitude to an institution
that has played a formative role in his
personal and professional life. In addition, he hoped to encourage od1er friends
of the university to join him in making
similar kinds of educational opportunities available for future generations of
Santa Clara students.
Added to the $2.3 million in previous
leadership gifts, Bannan's grant has
spurred new excitement for the major
engineering fund-raising effort directed

Architect's rendering of proposed engineering building

TbomasJ. Bannan

by campaign chairman Glenn Penisten,
head of American Microsystems Inc. and
Cromemco Inc. In a message sent to
Penisten and other assembled leaders
attending a May 23 campus Iuncheon
announcing his $2.5 million gift, Bannan
expressed the hope d1at his dollar-for-

Tom Bannan credits Dean Sullivan~ his
role model and mentor for much of
his later success.

dollar challenge match would stimulate
new levels of support for the School of
Engineering and make it possible to
enhance its reputation as a center for
excellence in engineering education.
Over a two and one-half year period,
the expansion and renovation of d1e Sullivan Engineering Center will include d1e
construction of a new classroom, laboratmy, and office building in addition to
major renovation of two existing buildings. To meet the needs of growing
graduate and undergraduate enrollments
and an expanding faculty, the project will
increase available space in d1e engineering complex by nearly 60 percent.
To keep pace wid1 d1e rapid changes
in high technology, the project will also
provide a centralized university computing center, a new integrated circuits
laboratory, and laboratory space in
dynamic fields such as robotics, magnetic
recording, and computer-assisted design
and manufacturing. Completition of all
phases of the Sullivan Center project is
scheduled for early 1987.

Proposed t1mer couriJiard of the engineering center follows
SCU's tradition of red tiles, stucco and heavy timbers.

--~
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New Benson wing
to be memorial
to Bob Shapell

Nathan Shapell

University trustee Nathan Shape II of
Beverly Hills has made a generous pledge
of $600,000 toward the university's
current $5 million effort to expand and
renovate the Benson Student Center.
In designating his contribution for a
new lounge area, Shapell emphasized
the important work still to be done to
meet ongoing student needs in a building that has remained essentially
unchanged for the past 20 years.
Chairman ofShapell Industries, one of
the largest home building firms in the
United States, Shapell has maintained an
active interest in a number of civic and
educational organizations focusing on
the needs of young people. He felt this
gift to Benson Center would be the best
way to honor the memory of his son and
to express his concern for the student
community at Santa Clara. This new
student meeting area will be named the
Bob Shape II Student Activities Hall.
Currently under construction, this
student activities area will occupy the
first floor of a new wing extending out
from the northeast comer of Benson
Center. With 4,500 square feet of new
space, Shapell Hall will fulfill a longstanding need on campus fora major
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meeting area that can accommodate both
informal student gatherings and special
campus events.
Adjacent to Shapell Hall, another new
wing of Benson Center also is under
construction and will provide expanded
facilities to house a two-level university
bookstore and campus store. A new
basement area joining these two wings
will offer improved meeting rooms for
more than 40 student organizations
on campus.
Through the generosity of Nathan
Shapell and other contributors, these
new additions will be available for
student use during the fall of 1984.
Fund-raising efforts are currently
under way for a second phase of renovations to Benson Center, that will include
the remodeling of major portions of the
current basement as a student coffeehouse and games area, the relocation of
campus ministry to expanded quarters,
and the development of new meeting
and seminar rooms.

Santa Clara
Alumni
Wine Festival

Benson renovation ,/
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Benson's new Shapell Hall taking form
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CALIFORNIA
PRIVATE RESERVE
CASSAYRE - FORNI
CRIBARI & SONS
FLORA SPRINGS
FRANCISCAN
GEMELLO
EMILIO GUGLIELMO
HEITZ
JFJBRONCO
KE.N\VOOD
IURIGIN
LAvVRENCE
PAUL MASSON
MIRASSOU
ROBERT MONDA\'!
NOv'ITL\TE
PELLEGRINI
SEBASTIAN!

Make your reservations today!
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